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Introduction
Application Auditor provides a framework and methodology for project reporting, development, testing, and
implementation in APPX environments. Projects can be requested by users, then estimates can be created
and submitted as projects. Tasks for each project can be assigned to different designers and individually
tracked and documented on Project Worksheets. Finally, Task Worksheets are used for user sign off and the
automatic Design File Transfer of the Domains, Files, Fields and Processes that were modified as part of the
related Project and Task.
The APPX environment has historically been superior as a tool for fast paced development, but doesn’t
provide for an adequate tracking of modifications for placement into the production environment. The
dimension of this problem becomes ever more complicated as the number of developers and projects rise.
Synchronization of production and development versions becomes more and more difficult as the pace of
development rises, and the possibility of working on overlapping processes becomes inevitable.
The methodology provided through the use of Application Auditor may be seen as a significant departure
from current development tactics. However, the benefits are many:
• Managers are able to see outstanding projects at a glance.
• Designer activities can be monitored.
• Historical inquiry of modifications may be reviewed either by project or by the specific object type
and name. Project tasks can be transferred from one designer to another while maintaining standards
and documentation regardless of the designer’s location or level of experience.
• Most importantly, enhancements are placed into production with greater reliability and accuracy.
As with every methodology there is a set of rules that must be adhered to in order to extract the best results.
These rules and corollaries are as follows:
• No modifications are directly made in the production version.
• All development is performed in a test version.
• All development is tracked in Application Auditor.
• All user testing is performed in the testing environment.
• All production changes are transferred from the tested version.
• User approval is required for all transfer of production changes.
Training the designer staff to use this new set of development rules and how to navigate the new development
procedures requires a new discipline. The retraining process may be met with resistance due to the perception
of lost effectiveness and responsiveness. Education and commitment to this methodology will prove
otherwise.
There may be some resistance to implementing the Application Auditor methodology because of the
perceived loss of the ‘Design and Run’ methodology. This methodology is not lost but enhanced by the ability
to have users participate in the testing and approval of modifications while protecting the live environment
from costly programming oversights and enforcing synchronisation of production and testing environments.
In both small and large APPX environments, modifications are sometimes performed in production
environments. This style of work gives the illusion of responsiveness to the users. In fact, the speed at which
many of these modifications are performed causes repeated rework and therefore a delay in delivery of a
finished product. To paraphrase one Manager: “It only takes one ‘Oops’ to wipe out all the ‘Atta Boy’s”.
Setup for this new environment requires the creation of development and testing versions. Ideally each
application should be set up in three different versions with separate databases. These three versions include
Development, Acceptance Testing, and Production. Application development should always occur in the
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Development version. User acceptance testing always occurs in the Acceptance Testing version. Finally, the
Production version remains unchanged except for Project/Tasks tested and approved by the user.

Requirements
Application Auditor requires APPX version 5.1 or higher with the Appx Desktop or HTML Clients (character
mode and Presentation Manager are no longer supported).
Please contact us if you have questions on your specific platform.
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Installation
Overview
The source files are shipped in a compressed, ‘tar’ format for Unix based platforms, and WinZip format for
Windows based platforms.
Installation consists of defining the application AA2 in the APPX system administration files, associating
Application Auditor with a database, and then extracting the source files into the source file directory.
If you have previously installed the demonstration version, then Application Auditor is already installed on
your system, and you may remove the sample databases and other related applications.
Before beginning the installation procedure, you must decide in which Database you will store the
Application Auditor data files. This can be any database you prefer. However, if you plan to access
Application Auditor from your Direct Process 1 menu, you must use the same database that it uses. Note that
Application Auditor can help you manage any versions of your source files regardless of the database you
choose.
You may wish to read the Initial Setup Overview before installing the software for more information on
installation related issues.

Installation Steps
1) Add Application Auditor to the System Administration Files
- From the APPX main pull down menu, choose System Administration/Runtime Configuration/
Application Definitions
- Select “ADD” mode and add one record as follows:
Appl
AA2
-

Version
00

Description
Application Auditor

Database
<preferred database id>

Press END to return to the menu.
Choose System Administration/Runtime Configuration/Database Definitions
Add Application Auditor as a related application to your preferred Database. Make sure you set the
Operational Phase to INITIAL SETUP.
When you are done, press END to return to the menu.
Choose System Administration/File Management/Design Files
Key AA2/00 as the Application and press ENTER.
At the next menu, click Create Files to create the source files for Application Auditor.
Press END to return to the main APPX menu.

2) Extract Source Files to Proper Directories
-

Copy the compressed AA2 file to the %APPXPATH%/00/AA2 directory. %APPXPATH% refers to
the ‘root’ directory of APPX. This is normally set as part of installing APPX.

-

Uncompress the files as follows:
- For RISC based platforms (do this as either the root user or user ‘appx’):
# uncompress aa2tar
# tar xvf aa2tar
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# chown –R appx *
# chmod –R u+rw *
-

For Windows platforms:
C:\APPX\DATA\00\AA2\>START AA2.ZIP

- For Linux platforms(do this as either the root user or user ‘appx’):
# unzip aa2.zip
# chown –R appx *
# chmod –R u+rw *
When you extract the files, make sure they are extracted to the proper directory. WinZip should
default to the current directory, which is the correct one. The distribution files contain a Data and a
Resource directory for AA2.
3) Create Data Files for Application Auditor
-

From the main APPX menu, choose System Administration/File Management/Database Files.
Enter the database you used in step 1, and AA2 as the Application Id.
Click Create Files. When this completes, press END to return to the main APPX menu.

4) Add Application Auditor to the Direct Process 1 Menu
To use Application Auditor from the Direct Process 1 menu, modify your menu to include this choice.
5) Enter your Application Auditor Registration
The next step is to enter the Registration for Application Auditor. From the main APPX menu, choose System
Administration/System Setup/Registration. If the information on this screen is the same as the Registration
you received with Application Auditor, then just press Enter to get to the Product Registrations. If there are
differences between your screen and the printed Registration, enter the information from the printed
registration, then press enter to get to the Product Registrations.
Once you are on are the Product Registration screen, confirm that the other products listed agree with the
printed version. If there are any differences, re key the registration information. Once you have completed
this, or confirmed that no changes were required, press ADD and enter the information from the CWL/AAR
line on the printed registration.
NOTE:

The Data Dictionary compiles using the standard representation for negative numbers in
Packed Decimal fields. If you are using the Vision or CISAM interface, you may have
overridden this by setting the environment variable APPX_PD_SIGNS to 'FD'. In this case
you will have to reprocess the Data Dictionary to avoid OVERFLOW errors. To process the
Data Dictionary, from the main APPX menu choose System Administration/File
Management/Design Files. Fill in the application id and version as appropriate, then click
‘Process Data Dictionary’ from the menu.

6) Hook the 0AD Audit Process
This is an optional step that will make using Application Auditor easier. We will replace the standard 0AD
process that displays the audit dates for a File/Field/Process with one from Application Auditor. The new
process will still display the audit information, but will also have some buttons to quickly jump into
Application Auditor.
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Go to System Administration/Runtime Configuration/Hook Processes, and add a record with the following
information:

Release 4.x
Replace 0AD/00/INPUT/AUDIT INFO with AA2/<version>/INPUT/DISPLAY AUDIT INFO.
Release 5.x & higher
Replace 0AD/00/INPUT/AUDTHIST (OBJECT) with AA2/<version>/INPUT/AUDTHIST (OBJECT).
Remember you have to log off & on again for the hook record to take effect.
See the chapter on ‘Using the Application Auditor Hook Process’ for the options that are available when
this hook is enabled.
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Initial Setup
Overview
Installing Application Auditor is only a part of the modification control process. You must also have multiple
versions of your applications. Depending on the amount of development activity in your department, you
will require at least 2 versions and possibly 3. Two versions of your applications will work if you have just
a few designers and changes rarely overlap with the end user testing. In this case, you can have one version
for development and testing and one for production. This means that the end users will be testing your
changes in the same version in which you are developing, which may create problems if other Designer’s
work conflicts with the changes they are trying to test. If this becomes a problem, you may have to move to
3 versions of your applications.
If you have changes that frequently overlap, or you have a higher number of designers in your department,
you may require 3 versions of your applications. One version would be the Development version, one would
be the User Testing version, and the final one would be the Production version. Designers would make
changes in the Development version, and when they are ready for testing by the end users, they would be
moved to the User Testing version. When the User signs off on the changes, they would be moved to the
Production version.
In both the 2 and 3 version environments, it is important that the Development version always contain the
latest version. In other words, if the User Testing uncovers a bug, the correction must be made to the
Development version and then moved to the User Testing (3 versions) or Production (2 versions)
environment.
For the rest of this manual, we will use the following to designate the different versions:
DV
TS
00

This is the Development version where all Designer activity takes place. As Designers complete their
changes, they move them to the TS version so the end user can test them.
This is the User Testing version. Once the user accepts the change, it moves to the 00 version.
This is the Production version.

Some installations have DV on a completely separate computer from 00. In other words, all development is
isolated from the production systems. If this is a Unix installation, you can use NFS (Network File System)
to share versions between the Development/Testing machine and the Production machine as follows:
Development/Testing
DV
TS

Production
<--- shared version via NFS --->

TS
00

In this example, TS is the same set of files. It does not matter if the files reside on the Development machine
and are exported to Production, or vice versa. A change design transferred into TS for testing is accessible
on both machines. If the change passes the testing, it can be transferred to 00 on the Production machine.
If you purchased a second license of Application Auditor to run on the Production system, you will also have
to share the Application Auditor database between the 2 systems. This will allow Application Auditor on the
Production system to ‘see’ the changes recorded in the Development version, and therefore design transfer
them to the Production version.
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When tracking changes made to APPX applications, Application Auditor uses a 3 level hierarchy. The top
level is a Project, which is assigned to one Designer. Each Project can have 1 or more Tasks associated with
it. Each of these Tasks can be assigned to different Designers. This allows a large Project to be broken down
into smaller Tasks, and the Tasks worked on concurrently by different Designers. Projects and Tasks can be
freely reassigned to other Designers as responsibilities change. Each reassignment is recorded in the
comments section for the Project or Task.
An “Object Worksheet” is attached to each Task. This is where the Designer records the changes made to
APPX Objects. This can be done concurrently with development by entering the information into Application
Auditor as the Objects are changed, or the Designer can use Application Auditor's ability to find application
changes automatically to populate the Object Worksheet.
Projects can be initiated in one of 2 ways: by an end user request, or by directly adding a record to the Project
File. If the end user enters a Request into Application Auditor, the Designer responsible for that “System”
will receive an Email notification that a new Request has been entered (Systems are explained further on in
the Initial Setup section). They should review the request, and assign it to the appropriate Designer for follow
up. When the Request is assigned to a Designer, that Designer will also receive an Email notification that a
new Project or Task has been assigned to them. As part of the process of reviewing the end user Request, the
Designer responsible for the System can use the Estimating module to get a “rough cut” estimate of the effort
involved in implementing this change.
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Initial Setup Menu
If you have installed Application Auditor properly, you should see the following Initial Setup Menu displayed
when you run it:

You need to populate the tables shown on this menu before using Application Auditor. They are presented
in the order that you should add the data. In other words, you should run Status Codes, then Parameters, etc.
You can always change or add more information to these tables once you have ended the Initial Setup phase.
(See the File Maintenance pull down menu on the Main Menu).
Please review the Input screens on the following pages, and begin entering the setup data. When you have
finished entering the required information, click the ‘End the Initial Setup’ button to start the Live Operations
phase of Application Auditor.
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Status Codes
Status Codes are used to track the progress of a Task. The information is entered on this screen:

Code

This is the Status Code that uniquely identifies each status.

Description

This is the description for this Status. It is used for report subheadings and subtotal
titles.

Next Status

This is the next status assigned to a project after completion of the current status.

Check Conflict

Use this flag to control conflict checking. Normally, Application Auditor checks for
conflicts when adding Objects to the Object Worksheet, when performing a Design
Transfer, and other points in time. Tasks that have a ‘closed’ status are not checked. If
unchecked, then these Tasks will not be examined for conflicts, even if the Task is not
closed. If checked, then Tasks with this status will be examined for conflicts (this is
the default).

This can be useful for situations where you transfer a Task to Production, but want to keep
the Task open in case further changes are required. You could create a status called
PROD with this field unchecked. At the time you perform the Design Transfer, you
can also change the Task Status to PROD and conflicts will no longer be reported for
Objects in this Task.
Resequence Status Codes
This button will resequence the status codes into the order specified by the Next Status
column. Normally this is done for you automatically when you add status codes, but
you will have to invoke it manually once you have set up the Parameter file.
Once you have entered the above fields for each Status, press ENTER to key comments for that Status.
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This field contains comments that describe the intended use for this status code. After
keying the desired text, press ENTER to accept it and return to the previous display.

You will require at least 2 status codes, one to indicate the opening of a new task, and one to indicate the task
is closed (completed).
Some possible status codes are:
Code

Description

Next Code

OPEN
DESIGN
UNIT
USER
IMPLEM
CLOSED

Newly Assigned, no work started yet
Design work has started
Designer is Unit Testing the changes
User is testing the changes
User accepted changes, waiting to move to production
Task is complete and moved into production

DESIGN
UNIT
USER
IMPLEM
CLOSED

NOTE:

Until you set up the parameters record (which is the next step), you will receive a “No More
Records” error when exiting this program. This is normal and can be safely ignored.
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Parameters
The Parameters file contains general information about your system and environment, and is entered here:

Initial Status

This field contains the default Status for a project when it is initially created.

Close Status

This field contains the Status Code assigned to Projects when they are closed.

Cancel Status

This field contains the Status Code assigned to Projects when they are cancelled.

Next Request No

This field contains the Next Request or Project Number. This number is assigned
to requests automatically during User Request Entry and Project Entry.

Environment

This field tells Application Auditor under what environment it is running. This is
automatically detected and filled in.

Date Installed

This is the date Application Auditor was installed on your system. The system will
not check for documentation for Design File changes made prior to this date.

Manager’s User ID This is the user ID of a person who should be notified, via email, when a project
is opened or closed. The field is optional, but if an ID is entered, it must also be
set up in the Designers file, with a valid email address. (NOTE: A “Notify
Manager” flag on each project record triggers similar notification if a task is
opened or closed.)
SCCS Options
NOTE:

See Appendix “B” for instructions on using the Repository.

Once you have entered the Parameter record, the system knows the first (Initial) and last (Close)
Status Codes. Return to Status Codes and run the Resequence Status Codes option.
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Designers
Every Designer that will be using Application Auditor must be set up in the Designers file in addition to
being set up in the APPX System Administration files. The information is entered on this screen:

Designer Id

This field contains the ID for the Designer. This ID should also be the actual User ID
assigned in the APPX User file. This lists helps to limit the users of this system.

Name

This field contains the name of the designer. If not specified, the name from the APPX
System Administration files will be used.

Active Tasks

This field displays the count of Open Tasks for this designer.

Closed Tasks

This field displays the count of Closed Tasks for this designer.

Active Projects

This field displays the count of Open Projects for this designer.

Closed Projects This field displays the count of Closed Projects for this designer.
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Email Address

This button brings up the following screen to allow you to enter an Email address for
the selected designer.

Email Address

This field contains the Email Address for this Designer. If it is left blank, no Email is
sent to this individual. When filled in, this address is used for mailing notifications of
user reported problems and assignment or re-assignment of new projects.
This button allows you to access the details of the OPEN tasks for the selected designer
only, by running the Tasks input program (see Your Tasks on the Main Menu for
documentation).

Active Tasks

Closed Tasks

This button allows you to access the details of the CLOSED tasks for the selected
designer only, by running the Tasks input program (see Your Tasks on the Main
Menu for documentation).

Open Projects

This button allows you to access the details of the OPEN projects for the selected
designer only, by running the Projects input program (see Your Projects on the Main
Menu for documentation).

Closed Projects This button allows you to access the details of the CLOSED projects for the selected
designer only, by running the Projects input program (see Your Projects on the Main
Menu for documentation).
Defaults
defaults:

This button brings up the following screen to allow you to enter design transfer
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Process Data Dictionary After Transfer?
This is the default value for processing the Data Dictionary (or not) during Design
Transfers.
Design Xfer Log Prompts – Display on Screen?
This is the default value for displaying the APPX Design Transfer log. Note that the
log for Data Dictionary transfers is always displayed if there are any errors or
exceptions during the transfer.
Design Xfer Log Prompts – Print Hard Copy?
This is the default value for printing the APPX Design Transfer log. Note that the log
for Data Dictionary transfers is always displayed if there are any errors or exceptions
during the transfer.
Retain Audit info of Source?
This is the default value for the 'Retain Audit Info of Source' during Design
Transfers.
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Priorities
Priority Codes are used to designate the importance of any given Project/Task and to group Projects/Tasks
together for reporting purposes. The following information is required:

Priority No

The Priority Number in this field is intended to sequence problems and projects
according to levels of urgency. The lower the number, the higher the priority.

Priority Description This field contains the description for this Priority
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Systems
The Systems table is where you identify all the applications in use in your company, and the designer that
has primary responsibility for them. “Systems” are defined instead of using APPX applications because, from
the end user perspective, a “system” may or may not correspond to an APPX application. For example, you
might define a system called “Accounting”, which actually comprises the applications General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Purchasing.
When an end user enters a request associated with one of these systems, Application Auditor will
automatically send an Email to the Designer responsible for that system if an Email address was set up for
that designer (See Designers on the Initial Setup Menu).

System Name

This field contains the System Name. This name may represent a single application or
a group of applications.

Designer id

This field contains the Designer ID normally responsible for administration of
Requests and Projects in this System.

Unassigned
Requests

This field contains the number of Requests for this System that have been submitted
for review, but have not yet been assigned to a Designer.

Open Projects

This field contains the number of Projects in progress for this System.

Unassigned Requests
This button allows access to details of Unassigned Requests for the selected system
only. (See Assign Request and Create Project on the Main Menu for
documentation)
Open Projects
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This button allows access to details of the OPEN projects for the selected system only.
(see Your Projects on the Main Menu for documentation)

After entering the above information for a System, pressing ENTER will display the following screen to
allow you to enter comments about the System.

System Comments

This field contains specific comments about this system. These comments are used
to describe the scope of the system. This field is printed on Project Worksheets for
the benefit of the users.

Press ENTER again to update the comments and return to the previous screen.
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Versions
The versions table is where you identify the different versions of the applications. This is used for validation
purposes later. The required information is entered on this screen:

Version No

This field contains the actual version number as it corresponds to the Application
Design versions at this site.

Description

This field contains a description of this version (i.e., Production, Development, User
Testing, etc.).

Production?

This field indicates whether or not this version is a Production version of an application
(information only).
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Complexities
The Complexity table is used in the estimating feature of Application Auditor. This table simply identifies
for how many levels of complexities you will estimate. For example, if you determine you only have easy
changes and hard changes, then you only have 2 levels of complexity. There is a maximum of five levels.
The required information is entered on this screen:

Complexity

This field contains the Complexity Code. This field is required in Object Complexities.

Description

This field contains the Complexity Description.

If you do not plan to use any of the estimating features of Application Auditor, then you do not have to enter
any information in this table.
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Object Complexities
Object Complexities are also used in the Estimating feature of Application Auditor. For each of the
Complexity codes you entered in the Complexity file, and for each of the standard APPX Object types (i.e.,
Inputs, Outputs, Updates, etc.), enter the estimated number of hours to make that type of change to that type
of Object for each of 3 skill levels. You define for yourself what the various Skill Levels mean. For example,
you may decide Level 1 is more skilled than Level 2, which is more skilled than Level 3. In this case, you
would usually specify lower number of hours for Level 1 work than for Level 2 and 3. The required fields
are entered on this screen:

Object

1
This field contains the Object Type. These are the standard APPX Object Types such
as Input, Output, etc. You can see the list of valid Object types by using the SCAN
key.

Complexity

This field contains the Complexity Code for the specified Object. You can select from
the list of valid Complexity Codes by using the SCAN key.

Description

This field contains the Complexity Description. This is filled in automatically by the
system from the descriptions in the Complexity Code file.

Level 1 HoursEnter the number of hours required to make a change of the specified complexity to the
specified Object Type for a Designer of Skill Level 1. Remember, you decide what the
different skill levels mean.
Level 2 HoursEnter the number of hours required to make a change of the specified complexity to the
specified Object Type for a Designer of Skill Level 2.
Level 3 HoursEnter the number of hours required to make a change of the specified complexity to the
specified Object Type for a Designer of Skill Level 3.
If you do not plan to use any of the estimating features of Application Auditor, then you do not have to enter
any information in this table.
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Requesting Users
This table contains the IDs to identify any individual user or group/committee that may request program
changes to your computer systems. The ID is stored on each request entered into Application Auditor. The
required information is entered on this screen:

User ID

This field contains the ID of an individual or group/committee. This ID does not have to
be found on the System Administration User file. It can contain any 3-character code you
wish.

User Name

This contains the name of the individual or group identified by this ID.

Refresh

As a quick starting point for the Requesting Users file, this button allows you to quickly
populate the file with the records in the System Administration User file. When you click
this button, a blank screen will redisplay with the cursor positioned on the User ID field.
Pressing ENTER here will redisplay the new list of IDs.
NOTE - This button does not delete or write over any IDs already in the Requesting
Users file. It only adds any new ones.
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Object Ticklers
Object Ticklers are a way for you to enter reminders to yourself or other designers. For example, it is quite
common to have current and history versions of a data file. If one changes (i.e., a new field is added), the
other should change as well. Using Object Ticklers, you can put a note with each file, reminding you that if
one changes, the other should change as well

Application This field identifies the application the tickler refers to. This application must exist in the
System Administration Application.
Version

This contains the version. This must exist in the Versions file. You would normally use
the development version here.

Type

Select the Type of object from the drop down list.

Name

Enter the name of the Object. This could be a File, Field Process, etc. This object must
exist in the specified application and version.

Tickler Notes Enter your reminder notes here. These notes will appear on various inputs and reports to
remind your why this object has a tickler.
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Live Operations
Overview
When you access Application Auditor, the following menu is displayed:

The Application Auditor Main Menu is the primary “working” menu for Application Auditor. Since
Application Auditor is meant to be used continuously during the development process, the most common and
useful options are available quickly from this menu. Remember, you can also hook the 0AD Audit process
to make Application Auditor available from within Application Design (see Installation Instructions).
Your Systems
As we saw previously, the Systems option on the Initial Setup Menu allows the entry of all systems on the
computer, regardless of designer responsibility. However, this option displays only the systems under the
responsibility of the designer accessing this option. It provides a quick way to check the status of both end
user requests and projects that are in progress for each displayed system.
From the Systems display, you can drill down to see all the Requests or Projects in progress for a specific
system, regardless of whether they are assigned to you or not.
Your Projects
This option displays the projects for which you are responsible. In Application Auditor, an end user Request
becomes a Project once it has been reviewed by the Designer responsible for the system. Depending on the
complexity of the Project, it will be divided into one or more Tasks. Each Task can in turn be assigned to a
different Designer.
From the Projects display you can drill down to the Tasks to see the status of each task, regardless of whether
the task is assigned to you or not.
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Your Tasks (Open)
This option gives you a display of the in-progress (i.e., not closed) Tasks assigned to you.
Associated with each task is an Object Worksheet. This is the most detailed view of any work in progress.
In Application Auditor terminology, an ‘Object’ is any APPX Process, File, Field, Domain, Named Resource
or Operating System script that has been changed. The Object Worksheet allows you to keep track of what
you have changed during development. You can either add objects to the worksheet manually as you change
them, or use the ‘Object Wizard’ option. If you use that option, Application Auditor will scan your design
files for changes you have made and build your Object Worksheet for you.
You can also record special processes that must be run when a Project/Task is transferred to the User Testing
or Production areas. For example, you may have added a new field to a table, which necessitates a restructure,
and that field also needs to be populated using a specific update process. In your Object Worksheet, you
might add four records:
- a CHG action on the file to record the change to the Data Dictionary
- a RES action on the file to indicate that the file will require restructure when the new DD is transferred
- an ADD action on the update process to record the creation of the process
- a RUN action on the update process to indicate that the process needs to be run after it is transferred.
The Object Worksheet becomes the basis for the automated Design Transfer step. Once your task is complete,
you can ask Application Auditor to design transfer all changed objects into the version you specify. As part
of this step, Application Auditor will produce a Design Transfer Journal. This report will list all the objects
that are being transferred, identify any conflicts with other Projects/Tasks, and give you a summary page of
what new files you need to create, what files need to be restructured or what scripts may have to be manually
transferred, and what processes need to be run to initialize any new fields or files.
You can also run a report to check for any ‘undocumented’ changes. This will scan the design files and make
sure that all changes are documented in the Object Worksheet. Any exceptions are printed, and the Designer
can check to see if the Objects are required for the Project/Task.
Your Tasks (Completed)
This option gives you a display of tasks assigned to you that have been closed and allow you to review the
data entered under that task, such as the object worksheet, comments/descriptions and time entries. You may
not change any of the data for a closed task. However, it is sometimes necessary to be able to modify the
information for a closed task if, for example, it was closed in error, or more work was required on the task.
For these and similar situations, there is an option in this process to “re-open” a task, which will then allow
changes to it.
NOTE: Once a closed task has been re-opened, it will no longer appear in this process. You will have to
access the task using either Your Tasks (Open) on the Main Menu, or Projects (All) on the Other pull
down menu.
Enter a Request
This option provides a mechanism for end users to submit requests for changes to applications. Although this
option appears here, you may eventually want to attach it to another menu at your installation to make it
easier for your end users to access.
The usual flow of events is that an end user enters a Request for a change or correction. The end user can
enter several screens of comments to describe the request, and set a priority code for the request. This request
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is automatically forwarded to the Designer responsible for the System in question. The Designer reviews the
Request, and creates a Project/Task to deal with the Request. The Project itself may be assigned to a different
designer, and the Tasks within the Project may also be assigned to different Designers.
Not every change has to start with an end user Request. Designers can also enter their own Projects/Tasks
directly, and assign them to other Designers, if desired.
There are also 4 pull down menus at the top of the screen that give you quick access to the rest of the
Application Auditors functions. They are:
File Maintenance – gives you access to the same processes you used when setting up Application Auditor.
See Initial Setup for details.
Inquiry – gives you access to various inquiries you can run. These are described in the Inquiry Drop Down
Menu section.
Reports - gives you access to various reports you can run. These are described in the Reports Drop Down
Menu section.
Other – gives you access to some other specialized functions. These are described in the Other Drop Down
Menu sections.
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Main Menu
Your Systems
This display is the same one you used when initially setting up Application Auditor, except this list is
constrained to Systems for which you are responsible (i.e., assigned to your User ID). Normally you would
use this display just to review the status of Open Requests and Projects, but you can add new records if you
wish.

System Name

This field contains the System Name. This name may represent a single application or
a group of applications.

Designer id

This field contains the Designer ID normally responsible for administration of
Requests and Projects in this System. If adding a new system, this will default to your
User ID and cannot be changed.

Unassigned
Requests

This field contains the number of Requests for this System that have been submitted
for review, but have not yet been assigned to a Designer.

Open Projects

This field contains the number of Projects in progress for this System.

Unassigned Requests
This button allows access to details of Unassigned Requests for the selected system
only. (See Assign Request and Create Project on the Main Menu for
documentation)
Open Projects
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This button allows access to details of the OPEN projects for the selected system only.
(see Your Projects on the Main Menu for documentation)

After entering the above information for a System, pressing ENTER will display the following screen to
allow you to enter comments about the System.

System Comments

This field contains specific comments about this system. These comments are used
to describe the scope of the system. This field is printed on Project Worksheets for
the benefit of the users.

Press ENTER again to update the comments and return to the previous screen.
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Your Projects
This menu item is the first of two ways that you can enter new Projects into the system, i.e., by keying it
directly into the Project file (see Assign Request and Create Project under Other on Main Menu for the
second way). If you run this menu item alone, you will get a list of all the active Projects for which you are
responsible. However, if you ran this program from Your Systems, you may also see Projects that are
assigned to other Designers.
To key a Project into the system directly, the following screen is used:

Added By

When you are positioned on a specific Project, this field displays the ID of the User
that keyed in the Request. It is updated automatically by the system and cannot be
modified.

Project No

This field contains the Project Number. This field is assigned automatically when you
add a project and it cannot be modified.

Asn To

This field contains the User ID of the Designer to whom the Project was assigned.
When you add a Project on this screen, the Assigned To ID defaults to your own User
ID. This field can’t be modified here, but it can be changed using the ‘Reassign
Project’ button. If you are running this program from Projects (All) or Projects (Open
Only) on the Other pull down menu, you can enter any Designer ID into this field.
If a User ID different from the User entering the Project is entered into this field, and
the corresponding User record in the Designer file has an email address specified, an
email about the assignment of the project will be sent to the Assigned Designer.

Priority

This field contains the Priority Number assigned to this Request. It is a modifiable
field, but is also mandatory, i.e., it must have a valid value. You can use SCAN to
select from valid values. This field is used to order Requests and Projects according to
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Priority. The description for this Priority is automatically displayed by the system
when you enter the Priority Number.

Date Required

This field contains the Date that the Project needs to be completed. This mandatory
field can be entered when adding a Project, but otherwise is not modifiable.

Description

This field contains the Description for this project. It is mandatory and modifiable.

Close

This Checkbox is maintained by the system and is not modifiable here. If a Project is
still open, the checkbox will be empty. When all Tasks for this Project are closed, the
Project itself is closed and the checkbox is ticked.

Req By

This field shows the User ID of the person who made the request that resulted in this
Project. This mandatory field can be entered when adding a Project in this process, but
otherwise is not modifiable. If the project was created from a User Request, the system
will automatically update this field.

When adding a Project on this screen, two additional fields are displayed:

System Name

This field contains the name of the System to which this Project relates. It is a
mandatory field. You can use SCAN to view the existing Systems.

Notify Manager This field indicates whether to notify a manager whenever a task is opened or closed.
If this field is set to “Y” and the Manager User ID field in the Parameter file has a
value (see Parameters on the File Maintenance Menu), an email message is
automatically sent to that user when a task is opened or closed within this project.
Once you have keyed the desired information for a Project, pressing ENTER will take you to the Your Tasks
display to enter any Task information. This display will show all existing tasks for the Project, not just ones
that have been assigned to you (see Your Tasks on the Main Menu for documentation)
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These are the other Buttons on this image:
Project Comments

This button will display the following screen to allow you to enter additional
comments about this Project

Date/Time

This field is the key that uniquely identifies each comment record for a specific
project. The system automatically sets this field to the current date and time when
you add a comment record. It is not modifiable. However, when you are in Change,
Inquire or Delete mode, you can enter a Date/Time in this field to position you at
the correct comment record.

Comments

Enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters (8 lines of 60) for each comment record.

Press ENTER to accept the current comments and display a new screen to enter a new comment.
Press END to exit the comment entry and return to the Projects display. Use the PAGE UP and PAGE
DOWN keys to scroll through the comments.
NOTE:

If you key a specific date/time to position yourself in the comment file, you will not be
able to PAGE UP to records prior to the specified date/time. Respecify an earlier date to
access earlier comments, or specify no date at all to scroll all records.
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This button displays the following screen which will allow you to assign this
Project to another Designer and/or change the Project’s priority.

Project

This is the project you have selected to reassign.

System

This is the system to which the project applies.

Assign to

To reassign this Project to a different Designer, enter the new Designer ID here.

Priority

To change the priority of a Project, enter the new priority here.

Press ENTER to accept the new values and return to the project list display.
When reassigning a Project, a Project Comment is created indicating when, by whom and to whom
the Project was reassigned. Tasks related to the Project remain assigned to the same Designers.
Finally, the Designer to whom you reassigned the Project will receive an Email that they are now
responsible for this Project. The Email will be sent only if you entered a Designer Email address on
the Designer table.
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The System Name and Notify manager fields automatically display for entry only
when you are in ADD mode. This button displays a screen that allows you to
modify the fields when you are accessing a Project record in Change mode.

See the explanation of the screen that displays in ADD mode for documentation on these fields.
Close Project
This button allows you to manually close a Project. Normally a Project is
automatically closed when the last Task is closed, but you may want to close
the Project for other reasons. The following screen allows you to control the
disposition of the unclosed Tasks in the Project:
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Move Incomplete Tasks to new Project:
Check this box if you want incomplete Tasks moved to a new Project. If they aren’t
moved they will be closed as well. If you check this box, the ‘New Project No:’
and ‘Description’ fields will become available for input.
New Project No:
This is the Project number to which the unclosed Tasks will be assigned. A default
number will be assigned, and you can override it.
Description:
This is the description of the Project, which defaults to the description of the
current Project.
When you click Ok, the new Project will be created and all unclosed Tasks will be moved to it if
you chose that option. If you did not chose to move the incomplete Tasks to a new Project, then
all Tasks will be closed. Regardless of how you dispose of the incomplete Tasks, the Project will
be closed. Records are added to the Project and Task comment files to record the event.
Cancel Project

This button cancels the selected Project. When cancelling a Project, a number
of actions are taken:
- The status of each Task in the Project is set to the Cancel status code.
- Each Task in the Project is closed.
- The Project itself is closed.
- A record is created in both the Project and Task Comments files
indicating that the Project was cancelled.
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Your Tasks (Open)
This Tasks input process is the most common ‘focal point’ when using Application Auditor. With this screen
you can modify or add Tasks for an existing Project. This is useful when you decide to split an existing
Project/Task into multiple parts. From here, you can also get to the Object Worksheet to record application
changes, review Project Comments, Task Comments, Task Description, Reassign the Task, Print the Task
Worksheet, Close the Task, Record Time worked against a task, and initiate a Design Transfer.
If you run the Tasks input process from this menu option, the display will show you all the still ongoing (i.e.,
open) Tasks that are currently assigned to you for all Projects. If you run the process from Your Tasks
(Closed), the display will show you all the Tasks that are assigned to you for all Projects and that have been
closed. If you run the input from Your Projects or Projects (All), it will show all the Tasks for the selected
Project only, regardless of to which designers the tasks are assigned, or whether the tasks are open or closed
NOTE:
If you add a Task to a Closed Project, the Closed flag on the Project record will be cleared, and a
comment will be added to the Project that it was reopened because a new task was added. If the Project has
been set up to send email to a manager, a message will be send notifying the manager that the Project was
reopened.

Assigned To

This field will show the ID of the Designer responsible for the currently selected Task.

Project No

This field contains the Project Number for the Task. The Project must already exist in
the Projects file. You can use SCAN to see existing Projects.

Task No

This field contains the Task Number for this task. This field is automatically assigned
by the system when adding a new Task, but it can be overridden at that time. However,
once the Task has been added, the Task number cannot be changed.
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Status Code

This field contains the Status Code for this Task. When you add a task, this field will
default to the Status you have set up as the Initial Status in the PARAMETERS file.
You can use SCAN to see other valid Status Codes.

Priority

This field contains the Priority Code for the Task. The Priority Description is
automatically displayed when the code is entered. You can use SCAN to see the valid
Priorities.

Description

This field shows description of this Task. To see the full description all at once, click
the Task Description button.

Pressing ENTER on a selected Task will take you to the Object Worksheet entry to access the Objects
affected by this Task. See Object Worksheet for documentation.
The buttons that are available at the bottom of this screen will differ depending on whether the Task is open
or closed. The following buttons are displayed for open Tasks:
Project Comments

This button displays a screen to allow you to access the comments for this
Task’s Project. See Your Projects for documentation and a sample screen.

Task Comments

This button displays the following screen to allow you to enter any additional
comments on the selected Task.
NOTE:
Application Auditor also creates Task Comment records under
various situations (eg., Reassignments, Status changes, etc.)

Date/Time

This is the Date and Time the selected Task Comment was entered. This field is
updated automatically by Application Auditor when a comment is added, and it is
not modifiable. However, in Change, Delete or Inquiry mode, you can use SCAN
on this field to select specific comment records. Just select the desired Mode until
your cursor is positioned on this field, then use SCAN.
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You can enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters for each comment record.

Press ENTER after entering the comments to accept it and proceed to the next comment. Use END
to exit the comment entry. Use PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN to scroll through the comments, or use
SCAN on the Date to start the display at a specific comment.
Task Description

Description

This button displays the following screen to enter a description of this Task.

You can key up to 480 alphanumeric characters for a description of this specific
task.

Press ENTER to accept the description text and return to the Task list display.
Project Comments

This button displays a screen to access the comments for this Task’s
Project. See Your Projects for documentation and a sample screen.
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Reassign Task

This button displays a screen used to assign this Task to a different
Designer and/or change the Priority of the Task.

Project

This displays the Project Number and Project Description for the Task.

Task

This displays the Task Number and first 80 characters of the Task Description.

Assign to

To reassign this Task to a different Designer, enter the new Designer ID here.

Priority

To change the priority of a Task, enter the new priority here.

Press ENTER to accept the new values and return to the Task list display.
When reassigning a Task, a Task Comment is created indicating when, by whom and to whom the
Task was reassigned. As well, the Designer to whom you reassigned the Task will receive an Email
that they are now responsible for this Task. The Email will be sent only if you entered a Designer
Email address on the Designer table.
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Task Worksheet

This button will print a Task Worksheet report showing the Project, Task and
Object information for the currently selected Task only. This report is
sometimes used as a ‘Sign Off’ document for the task. See Task Worksheet
on the Reports Pull Down Menu for documentation on this report.

Design Transfer

This button uses the APPX Design Transfer Application Program Interface
(API) to transfer any objects you have changed from one version of your
system to another.
When you choose the Design transfer button, the following screen will be displayed:

Project/Task

This field is the Project/Task whose Objects are to be transferred. Although it
defaults to the Task that was selected on the Task display, you can override
this with a different Project/Task. Use SCAN to see existing Project/Tasks.

Source Version This field is the version of your Application in which the objects to be
transferred are located. It defaults to the version of the first Object on your
Object Worksheet, but you may modify it. Use SCAN to see valid versions.
Target Version

This field is the version of your Application to which you want to transfer the
Objects. This is a mandatory field. Use SCAN to see the valid versions.

Transfer
Changed
Objects
Only

This field gives you the option to transfer only Changed Objects, i.e., Objects
changed since you last did a Design Transfer for this Task. Check this box to
only transfer Changed Objects, or clear it to transfer all Objects for the task.
This can be useful in a 3-version (i.e., Development, Testing, and Production)
system, when the user finds a problem in a Task that has been transferred to
the Testing version. The designer can correct the problem in the Development
version and then run another design transfer to Testing, including only the
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Objects that were just changed. The Design Transfer Journal will show which
Objects will not be transferred.

Process DD?

This field allows you to choose to automatically process the Data Dictionary
for the application(s) from which you are transferring objects. The objects
being transferred are sorted into application order, with each application being
processed as a separate design transfer job. The processing of the DD will be
performed for each application after all the transfers for that application are
completed. You will need to END from the Processing DD Progress screen in
order to continue with the design transfers for any other applications.

Compile Em?

This field allows you to choose to automatically compile the Em for all
Processes that are transferred. This can be help you confirm you have
transferred all changes. For example, if you forget to record a new work field,
the process compile will fail and you will be able to add the work field before
it causes a problem in a production environment.

Design Transfer
Log Prompts:
Display on
Screen?

The APPX Design Transfer API creates a result log report for each
transferred object. This field allows you to specify whether or not to display
the report on your screen. If you select “Y” to display each report, you will
need to END from each report to continue with the remaining transfers. If you
choose not to display the reports (“N”), but choose to print the reports (see the
next field), all the reports will print at the end of the design transfers for each
application. They can be reviewed at that time.

Design Transfer
Log Prompts:
Print Hard
Copy?

This field allows you to specify whether or not to print the Design Transfer
Log report for each transferred object. If you select “Y” to print the reports,
all the reports for each application will print at the end of all the design
transfers for that application. They can be reviewed at that time. If you select
“N” not to print the reports, none will print.

Retain Audit
This field allows you to specify whether or not to keep the Audit Info from
Info of Source?: the original object in the designed transferred version. This info includes the
Added By user id, Added Date, Changed By user id and Changed Date. If you
select “Y”, the info from the source object will be copied to the destination
object. If you select “N”, the destination object will be updated with the date
of the design transfer.
Fast Transfer
This Checkbox allows you to skip the Journal and Summary reports. If you
(Skip Journal
are only transferring a few objects, you may not want the overhead of printing
And Summary) the Journal & Summary. You cannot choose this option and ‘Changed only’,
as the Journal identifies what has to be changed.
Update
If you have enabled the Repository feature, you can have these changes
Repository with automatically checked in to the Repository. See Appendix “B” for details
these changes?: on setting up the Repository feature.
Use Object
Comments?:

If you are updating the Repository, you can check this box and the system
will use the last comment on each Object as the comment for the Repository.
If you uncheck this box, the comment field will open up and you can enter a
single comment that will be used on all Objects.
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If you are in an environment where there are 3 versions (i.e., a development version, a user testing
version and a production version), you would first transfer this from the Development version to the
User Testing version. Once the user has approved the changes, you can rerun this step and specify
the Production version as the target of the transfer.
NOTE:
When you transfer a completed Task to the Production version, you should not select the
option to transfer Changed Objects only, because you would want everything transferred.
After filling in this screen and pressing ENTER, you will see a standard APPX Disposition screen.
Enter the desired parameters and press ENTER to print the Design Transfer Journal and Summary,
and continue to transfer the Objects into the requested version. See Design Transfer
Journal/Summary Reports on the Reports & Inquiries Menu for samples of these reports.
As the design transfer process executes each transfer, a standard APPX Design Transfer log report is
created. If you selected to display these logs on your monitor, a report will display after each
individual object is transferred. You will need to END from each report in order to continue
processing any remaining transfers. If you are design transferring many objects, it may be more
convenient to select only to print the logs and review them after all the transfers have completed.
If there were any Files, Fields or Domains transferred, and you selected to process the Data Dictionary
after design transferring, the processing will be performed for each application after the transfers for
the application are done. The Processing DD progress screen will display while this is occurring.
When it is complete, END the screen to continue with any transfers for other applications.
If the Design Transfer API generates any error messages during the transfers, the messages will be
printed on a report after all transfers for all applications have been executed. This report will show
the Project, Task, Source Version, Destination Version, Application, Process Type (i.e., Domain, File,
Field or Process), Object Type and Name and the related Error Message.
If there were any collisions, then an Object Collision Inquiry is displayed showing any conflicts
between the objects being transferred and objects being worked on by other designers (see Object
Collision Inquiry on the Main Menu for documentation).
Finally, if you checked the box to compile Ems, Application Auditor will compile the Ems for the
processes that were transferred. If any compile errors occurred, you will see the following display:
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Comments This button allows you to view any Designer entered Comments for the process.
Jump
This button will take you to Application Design for the selected process.
Show Details This button will show the details of the compile errors:

If the error occurred on a statement, this display will show the error message and the
statement it occurred on. Otherwise, you will just see the error message.
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Add Tickler This button will allow you to add a Tickler for the selected process. This will take
you to the Tickler input, with the key information already filled in.
Once the entire transfer process is complete, you should use the Design Transfer summary as a
checklist to restructure/create any files, move script files, or run any special processes. The graphic
files referred to by Resources will be copied if the location type is DESIGN FILE. Otherwise, you
should review the location and manually transfer the graphics, if required.
WARNING: If you rename a field in a file and then design transfer the file Data Dictionary specs
to another version, the subsequent restructure in the new version may wipe out the data
in the renamed field. In order to determine whether a field was deleted and a new one
added, or whether the original field was simply renamed instead, APPX compares the
Added Date/Time of the field in the Data Dictionary against the Added Date/Time in
the File Structure. If the dates are the same, the field is considered renamed and APPX
does not initialise the data in the field. However, if the dates are different, APPX
assumes the old field was deleted and a new one was added, in which case the “new”
field is initialised. To avoid reinitialising the data in renamed fields, make sure you
specified to retain the Audit Info on the initial Design Transfer input screen. If you
select not to retain the audit info, both the Changed and Added Date/Times in the Data
Dictionary for the file and its component fields are changed to the date/time of the
design transfer. Consequently, when a restructure is run on the file, the Date Added on
the new data dictionary for the renamed field is different from the data in the File
Structure, and the field data is therefore initialised.
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This button allows you to get a rough estimate of the effort involved in completing
the selected Task. This process may also be run from Entering a New Request
and from Assign Request and Create Project.
To accurately estimate a task, you must have set up the Complexities and Object
Complexities files. (See Initial Setup or File Maintenance menus).

Task

This shows the Number of the selected Task.

Designer

This displays the ID of the designer assigned to work on this Task. This field
is not modifiable here.

Description

Enter a Task Description. To access the full description, simply press ENTER
on the selected Task.

Skill Level
Estimates

These fields contains the total estimated hours to complete this Task under the
three different Skill Levels. The amounts in these fields can be entered in two
ways. First, you can simply key the desired figures directly into the fields. The
second way is to use the Task Object Counts button to calculate these amounts
for you automatically (see below).
NOTE:
If you use the Task Object Counts button, the resulting totals will
overwrite any other amounts in these fields, whether manually
keyed or automatically calculated previously.
Once the above information is entered, you can press ENTER to access the full description of the
Task. See Task Description from Your Tasks for documentation. The only difference is that the
screen in Your Tasks has the option to go to Project Comments.

Task Object

Click this button if you want to have Application Auditor calculate the Skill
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Level Estimates for you. The following screen displays to allow you to enter
the counts of the various Objects involved in this Task.

Request/
Project

This shows you the Project Number and Description and Task Number of
the Task you are estimating.

Complexity

This shows the first 12 characters of the Complexity Descriptions you
entered into the Complexity file (see Initial Setup Menu). There will be
one column for each complexity, to the maximum of five complexities.

Objects

This column lists all the Objects that Application Auditor understands.
You may tab around this display as necessary to enter the counts of each
type of Object to be changed under the appropriate Complexities.

View Estimate In
Rule Based Hours

At any point while entering Object counts, you may use this button
to get this display of the current total hours required for each designer
skill level.
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To calculate these totals, Application Auditor uses a “rules based” estimating method using
your specifications in the Complexities file, the Object Complexities file and in the Task
Object Counts display described above. In the Complexities file, you specify up to 5 difficulty
levels by which you want to estimate. In the Object Complexity file, you then specify the
effort (i.e., number of hours) required to change each Object Type, for each Complexity level,
and for each of the 3 skill levels. The Estimate Task process then multiplies the appropriate
hours by the Task Object Counts you specify above, to give you the total hours required for
each skill level.
The effort required for all Skill Levels is always shown, so you do not have to rate the skill
level of your Designers, nor do you have to maintain this information as their skills change.
By showing you the effort required for all three skill levels, you can pick the best Designer
for the job based on your time constraints. Over time, you will refine your estimate rules based
on experience to produce more accurate estimates.
When you are finished entering the Object counts, press ENTER, and you will be returned to the
Task Estimate display, with the hours now calculated for the 3 skill levels.
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Use this button to enter details of actual time spent on a task.

Project/Task This displays the Project Number, Task Number and Description of the Task
against which you are entering time details.
Date

This is the date of the work you are entering. This field defaults to the current
system date, but it may be overridden with any date you wish. This allows you to
accurately enter work details after the fact.

Description

This is a brief description of the work done on this task.

Hours

Enter the number of hours spent on this particular work session. The hours entered
for each task is totalled and printed on the Project Status Report (see Project
Status Report on the Reports & Inquiries Menu for a sample report).

Designer

Enter the ID of the designer that did the work. When you add a new time record,
this field will default to the Designer assigned to the task, but the field can be
changed to any valid designer. You can use SCAN to see the valid records in the
Designer File.

When you are done entering the time details, press END to return to the Tasks display.
Back on the Tasks display screen, if you press ENTER on a selected Task, the Object Worksheet for that
Task will be displayed.
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This is normally the last step done for a Task. It involves a number of actions:
- Closes the Task and removes it from the Your Tasks (Open) display. It will now
appear in Your Tasks (Closed).
- Creates a Task Comment record indicating that the Task was closed and by whom.
- If you have set up your files to notify a manager of Task progress, an email will be
sent notifying the manager that the Task was closed.
- If all Tasks for the Project are closed, it closes the Project and add a Project
Comment indicating that the Project was closed because all of its Tasks were
closed.

If the Task you are closing has Objects that have been changed since they were last Design Transferred,
you will see this screen:

If you check the ‘Move untransferred Objects’ button the ‘New Task No’ and ‘Description’ fields
will become available for entry. A new Task number will automatically be assigned, but you can
change it. If you are unsure which Objects haven’t been transferred, you can run the Design Transfer
journal by clicking the ‘DT Journal’ button. The journal will identify which objects have been
transferred and which have not. Objects that have been transferred will be identified with the message
‘** Not Changed, Not Transferred **’. Objects with no message have been changed since they were
transferred.
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Object Worksheet
The Object Worksheet Entry is accessed from both Your Tasks (Open) and Your Tasks (Closed), but you
may only make changes to the Object Worksheets of Open Tasks. There are 3 ways to populate an Object
Worksheet. You can record changes as you do them by manually adding them to the Object Worksheet, you
can use the Audit hook process to access Application Auditor from within Application Design, or you can
use the Objects Wizard to create the Object Worksheet automatically. If you constantly switch between
different Projects/Tasks, you might prefer to use one of the first two approaches. The information Application
Auditor expects for each Object is as follows:

App

This is the application that contains the changed Object. The SCAN option is available.

Ver

This is the specific version that you changed. Although the methodology in
Application Auditor discourages changes directly to production versions, you can still
record them by specifying the version here. Another possible use is where the scope
of the change to the application is so large that you want to create another development
version just for one Project. The SCAN option is available

Type

This is the type of Object that you are changing. Application Auditor understands all
the standard APPX types (File, Field, Input, etc.) as well as one called SCRIPT, which
is used to document Unix scripts or DOS batch files that may be required in a
Project/Task. The SCAN option is available.
NOTE:
The FIELD type is used to document changes to Work Fields only. The
FILE type is used to document any changes to a file, including changes,
additions or deletions of its individual fields.
This is the name of the Object you have changed. Application Auditor will validate
this against your Design files if it is a standard APPX object. The SCAN option is
available. If you use SCAN, Application Auditor checks the Type of Object, and then
presents you with options relevant to that type. For example, if you entered FILE as

Name
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type, and pressed SCAN on Name, then Application Auditor will let you scan into the
Data Dictionary.

Date/Time
Act

This is the date and time the Object was added or changed in Application Design. This
field is updated automatically by the system.
This is the type of Action you performed,(i.e. ADD, CHG, DEL). There is also a RUN
Action to identify processes that must be run when this Task is transferred, and an
RES action to identify files that will require restructuring. The SCAN option is
available to see valid actions.

Buttons:
Comments

As you add each Object in the Object Worksheet, Application Auditor normally
displays another screen with which to enter comments about the object you are
entering. You can also click this button to access previously entered comments.
When an Object is added to the Worksheet with the Action as ADD, Application
Auditor will read any APPX Technical documentation you entered when you created
the object. If no Technical documentation is found, it looks for User documentation.
If either is found, it is automatically added to the Object Comments and displayed in
this window. This encourages Designers to document new Objects in APPX as they
are added. The system does not retrieve the APPX documentation on a changed Object
as the documentation in APPX may not be what you want to say in Application
Auditor. Usually when you make a change to the object, its original documentation is
not relevant to the change at all. Instead, you would normally want to comment on the
nature of the changes themselves, not the description of the object.
If any existing documentation was found, this screen will display the information in
CHANGE mode. You are free to make any changes to the displayed comments, as
well as to select ADD mode to add any additional required comments or DELETE
mode to delete any unnecessary comments.

Date/Time

This field is the key that uniquely identifies each comment record for the
Object. The system automatically sets this field to the current date and time
when you add a comment record. It is not modifiable. However, in Change,
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Inquire or Delete mode, you can enter a Date/Time in this field to position
at a specific comment record.

Comments

Enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters for each comment.

Press ENTER to accept the current comments and display a new comment screen.
Press END to exit the comment entry and return to the Objects display.
Use the PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN keys to scroll through the comments.
NOTE:
If you key a specific date/time to position yourself in the comment file, you
will not be able to PAGE UP to records prior to the specified date/time. Use an
earlier date to show earlier comments, or blank out the date to show all records.
Object Wizard

See below for a discussion of using the Object Wizard.

Jump

This button will take you to the Object in Application Design (similar to the way
the Appx cross reference utility lets you drill down to an Object).

Dsgn Xfer

This button will show you the date/time the object was last transferred and who
transferred it. The ‘Release’ number will also be shown. The field is automatically
populated from the Release Number field in the Application Parameters record.
This allows you to track changes by this release number. Click this button again to
show the Action and Date/Time fields.

Add/View
Tickler

Collision

This button changes from ‘Add Ticker’ to ‘View Tickler’, depending if a Tickler
already exists for the object, or not. If a tickler exists, a yellow dot is displayed
beside the object, and you can click this button to see the details of the Tickler. If
a tickler does not exist, you can click this button to add one. This will take you to
the Tickler input, with the key information already filled in.
If someone else is also changing this object in another Project/Task, this button
will be enabled and a red dot will appear beside the object. This button will allow
you to see the details of the collision. See Object Collision Inquiry on the Inquiry
pull down menu for documentation on this screen.
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Using the Object Wizard
This option is the second method of populating the Object Worksheet. If you usually work in an environment
where you only work on one Project/Task at a time, you can use this button periodically to create the Object
Worksheet automatically. This option scans the Design Files for the Application you specify, and checks for
Objects that have been CHANGED or ADDED based on the parameters you enter.
NOTE:

This option determines whether an object was changed or added by examining the object’s
internal audit information (i.e., the Added and Changed Dates). However, the program will not
be able to detect objects that have been DELETED, since they no longer exist and therefore have
no audit information. Deleted objects must be entered into the Object Worksheet manually.
When you click this button, you will get the following display:

Application

Enter the Application/Version whose changes you want to
include on the object worksheet.

Added/Changed by

These fields let you enter in specific Designer IDs, allowing you
to include additions/changes made by other designers in your
object worksheet. If you leave either of these fields blank, the
additions and/or changes by ALL designers will be included,
unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other
selection fields.
Press ENTER after keying the Application and Designer ID
fields and then continue keying the following fields.

Added From/To Dates

Enter the range of dates for the additions you wish to include.
The FROM date is defaulted to the date/time of when you last
ran this process for this same application. If you have not yet
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run this process on this specific application, the field defaults to
the start of the current day. The TO date defaults to the current
date/time. However, you can modify either of these dates to any
desired value. Only objects with Added dates equal to or later
than your specification will be picked up.

Changed From/To Dates

Enter the range of dates for the changes you wish to include.
The FROM date is defaulted to the date/time of when you last
ran this process for this same application. If you have not yet
run this process on this specific application, the field defaults to
the start of the current day. The TO date defaults to the current
date/time. However, you can modify either of these dates to any
desired value. Only objects with Changed dates equal to or later
than your specification will be picked up.

Remove Existing Objects

If you specify “Y” to this field, any objects already in the
Worksheet will be deleted before rebuilding the Worksheet
with the new specifications. If you specify “N”, objects picked
up by the new specifications will simply be added to any
existing ones.

Once you press ENTER, Application Auditor scans the specified application’s Design files, finds the
Objects you changed or added that match your specifications, and then displays them on the following
screen. You can change the Action, Type and Name on any of the displayed lines, and can also
completely delete any line that has an object that you do not wish to add to the Worksheet.

Project

This is the project and task whose worksheet is being updated.

App/Ver

This is the Application/Version in which the displayed objects are found.
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Date Time
Act

This is the Date and Time that the object on this line was added/changed.
This is the action that was performed on the object (i.e., ADD, CHG, etc.)

Type

This is the type of object (i.e., INPUT, OUTPUT, SUBROUTINE, etc.)

Name

This is the actual name of the object.

If there is a collision with another Object, a red dot will be displayed beside the Object name, and
the ‘Collision’ button will be enabled.
If the Object already exists on your Worksheet, a blue dot will be displayed beside the Object
Name. No action is required on your part. Any new information entered here (i.e., comments) will
be added to the existing comments.
If there is a Tickler for the Object, a yellow dot will display beside the Object Name and the ‘Add
Tickler’ button will change to ‘View Tickler’. If no tickler exists, you can add one by clicking the
‘Add Tickler’ button.
If comments already exist for the Object, a grey dot will be displayed beside the Object Name.
Buttons:
OK

When you have made all the desired changes to the displayed list of objects and are
finally ready to add them to the Worksheet, click this button. If any Object Collisions
were detected, a report will be displayed on the screen.

Comments

If you click this button while positioned on any object in the display, two possible
screens may be displayed.
Given the potential problems when multiple Designers are working on the same
Object, Application Auditor first checks for collisions between your work on the
object and that of other designers on the same object. Any Object Collisions found
are shown on the scrolling screen shown below. You can move to any particular
collision to get more information on it (see Object Collision Inquiry on the Main
Menu for documentation on this screen).
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If no collisions were found, or if you close the collisions screen, the Object
Comments screen will then display. See the ‘Comments’ button on the Object
Worksheet for a description of how this screen functions. There are two additional
buttons on the image when used in the Wizard: ‘Copy This Comment to All
Objects’ and ‘Get Appx Documentation’. The first button will copy whatever text
you have entered to all other Objects on the display. This is handy when you have
made the same type of change to many objects. The second button will retrieve the
Appx Technical Documentation for the Object. If no Technical Documentation is
found, then it will retrieve the User Documentation. If no documentation is found,
a message is displayed.
Add/View
Tickler

This button changes from ‘Add Ticker’ to ‘View Tickler’, depending if a Tickler
already exists for the object, or not. If a tickler exists, a yellow dot is displayed
beside the object, and you can click this button to see the details of the Tickler. If
a tickler does not exist, you can click this button to add one. This will take you to
the Tickler input, with the key information already filled in.

Jump

This button will take you to the Object in Application Design (similar to the way
the Appx cross reference utility lets you drill down to an Object).

Collision

If someone else is also changing this object in another Project/Task, this button
will be enabled and a red dot will appear beside the object. This button will allow
you to see the details of the collision. See Object Collision Inquiry on the Inquiry
pull down menu for documentation on this screen.

Cancel

This button will abandon all changes and return you to the previous screen.
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Your Tasks (Completed))
This Tasks process allows you to view Tasks that were assigned to you for all Projects and that have already
been closed. You cannot change the information of any Closed Task, only view it. However, if further
modifications are required to a Task, use the Reopen Task button (see below) to re-activate the Task. The
Task will then be available for modification in Your Tasks (Open).. To add a new Task, you must also use
Your Tasks (Open).

Assigned To

This field will show the ID of the Designer responsible for the currently selected Task.
Since you are running Your Tasks (Completed), it will always show your User Id.

Project No

This field contains the Project Number for the Task.

Task No

This field contains the Task Number for this task.

Status Code

This field contains the Status Code for this Task. Since you are running Your Tasks
(Closed), it should always show the Status Code specified for the “closed” status in
your Status Code file.

Priority

This field contains the Priority Code assigned to the Task.

Description

This field shows the first 34 characters of the description of this Task. To access the
full description, use Task Description button.

Pressing ENTER on a selected Task will take you to the Object Worksheet entry to access the Objects
affected by this Task. See Object Worksheet for documentation.
NOTE: You will not be able to modify any data on the Object worksheet for a Closed Task.
The buttons available at the bottom of this screen will differ depending on whether the Task is open or closed.
The following buttons are displayed for Closed Tasks:
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Project Comments

This button displays a screen to allow you to view the comments for this Task’s
Project. You may modify them from here if desired. See Your Projects for
documentation and a sample screen.

Task Comments

This button displays any comments entered for the selected Task, either
manually by a user, or automatically by Application Auditor (eg., for
Reassignments, Status changes, etc.). You will not be able to change, add or
delete any Task Comments for Closed Tasks. See this same option under Your
Tasks (Open) for documentation and a sample screen.

Task Description

This button displays the description entered for this Task. You will not be able
to change, add or delete the descriptions for Closed Tasks. See this same
option under Your Tasks (Open) for documentation and a sample screen.

Task Worksheet

This button will print a Task Worksheet report showing the Project, Task and
Object information for the currently selected Task only. This report is
sometimes used as a ‘Sign Off’ document for the task. See Task Worksheet
on the Reports Menu pull down for documentation on this report.

Time Entries

This button displays the Time Entries entered for this Task. You will not be
able to change, add or delete the entries for Closed Tasks. See this same option
under Your Tasks (Open) for documentation and a sample screen.

Reopen Task

This allows you to do additional work on a Task you have previously close. It
involves a number of actions:
- Clears the Closed Flag on the Task and removes the Task from the Your
Tasks (Closed) display. It will reappear in Your Tasks (Open). You will
now be able to add, change or delete any information for the Task.
- Creates a Task Comment record indicating that the Task was reopened and
by whom.
- If you have set up your files to notify a manager of Task progress, an email
will be sent notifying the manager that the Task was reopened.
- If the Task’s Project was closed, it clears the Project’s Closed Flag and
adds a Project Comment indicating that the Project was reopened because
one of its Tasks were reopened.
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Enter a Request
There are 2 ways to begin a Project in Application Auditor. One is just to add a new record to the Project file
(See Your Projects). This option is the second way. It is primarily intended for end users when they want to
request a change or report a problem. You may wish to attach this Input process to one of your own menus.
The process name is: REQUESTS (ADD). When this button is clicked, the following screen will display:

Request no

This is a system-generated number assigned to this request. It cannot be modified.

Description

Enter a short description of the Request. A longer explanation can be entered in the
Request Comments (see below). This is a required field.

System Name

Enter the System to which this request relates. This is a required field. You can SCAN
to see the valid records in the Systems file.

Priority No

Enter the Priority Code assigned to this Request. This field is used to order Requests
and Projects according to Priority. Once entered, the screen will display the description
of the priority code for verification. This is a required field. You can use SCAN to see
the valid records in the Priority Code file.

Assign To

Enter the Designer ID of the individual assigned this Request, if known. This is not a
required field. The Request can be assigned to a Designer later in Assign Request and
Create Project. If you do enter an ID, their name will display for verification. You
can use SCAN to see the existing records in the Designer file.

Date Required

Enter the date by which the requested change is needed. It can be used, along with the
Priority Code, to prioritize Designers’ workloads. This is a required field.

Request By

Enter the ID of the User making the request. This is a required field. You can use
SCAN to view the existing records in the Requesting Users file.
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Estimate
Tasks

Use this button to get a rough estimate of the effort involved in this request. See the
Estimate Tasks button under Your Tasks on the Main Menu for documentation.

Print
Request

Use this button to print a hard copy of this request. See Print Requests on the Reports
Menu for documentation.

Pressing ENTER will display the following screen to enter detailed comments about the request.

Request

This field reminds you which Request you are viewing.

Date/Time

This field is the key that uniquely identifies each comment record for a specific
request. The system automatically sets this field to the current date and time when you
add a comment record. It is not modifiable. However, in Change, Inquire or Delete
mode, you can enter a Date/Time in this field to position you at a specific record.

Comments

Enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters for each comment record.

Print
Request

Use this button to print a hard copy of this request. See Print Requests on
the Reports menu for documentation.

Press ENTER to accept the current comments and display a new screen to enter a new comment. PAGE
UP and DOWN to scroll through the comments. Press END to exit the comment entry and return to the
Requests display.
NOTE:
If you key a specific date/time to position yourself in the comment file, you will not be able
to PAGE UP to records prior to the specified date/time. Specify an earlier date to access earlier
comments, or specify no date at all to scroll all records.
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After the user completes entering the request, an Email message will be sent to the Designer responsible for
the specified System, notifying them that a new Request has been entered and requires review. This only
occurs if an Email address was specified for the Designer on the Designer table.
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Inquiry Drop Down Menu

There are a number of useful inquiries available under the ‘Inquiry’ drop down menu:
Task Time Inquiry

In this process, you can view the hours worked by designers on various
projects and/or tasks during specified dates

Object Collision Inquiry

In this process, you can specify an Object and see any other Project/Tasks
that are changing it at the same time.

Object History Inquiry

This Inquiry displays the history of all changes made to a specific Object.

Project Task Inquiry

This inquiry displays current information about a specific Project/Task.

Search

This menu item allows you to search Projects, Tasks, Objects, and Requests
based on various criteria.
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Task Time Inquiry
In this process, you can view the hours worked by designers on various projects and/or tasks during specified
dates. You can select the desired data based on Date, Designer ID, Project Number or Task Number. You
can also sort the data in any order based on these same fields.
When you select this option the following record selection screen displays. Enter the desired criteria to narrow
the report to only those records you wish to print.

While most fields on this screen default to an EQ (Equal To) relationship, you may modify the relationships
to any of the normal options (i.e., GE, LT, NE, etc.). With the exception of the Date selection, the explanations
below assume you use EQ.
Date

Enter the starting and ending dates of the range of Time Entries you wish to view. If
you wish to see entries only for one date, either specify the same date in both Date
fields using the “GE/LE” operators, or specify the Date in only one of the two fields
using the “EQ” operator. If you leave these fields blank, all Time entries will be
included unless further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Designer ID

Enter the ID of the Designer whose Hours you wish to see. If you leave this field blank,
the Time Entries for all Designers will be included, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Project No

Enter the Project Number whose Time Entries you wish to see. If you leave this field
blank, the entries under all Projects will be included, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Task No

Enter the Project Number whose Time Entries you wish to see. If you leave this field
blank, the entries under all Projects will be included, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.
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After you have entered your selection criteria, a Sort Order screen displays. Use this to have your selected
records print in the sequence you want to see.

Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
above example, the records will be sorted by Date (lowest level) within Designer ID
(highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank, that field will not be included
in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.

Subheading

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.

Sort Order

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

The default specifications that are displayed on the Sort screen may be modified in any way you require.
After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen. Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
Here is a sample Task Time Inquiry:
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Object Collision Inquiry
In this process, you can specify an Object and see any other Project/Tasks that are changing it at the same
time.

Application

Enter the Application of the Object about which you are inquiring. You can use SCAN
to view the existing Applications.

Object Type

Enter the type of the Object about which you are inquiring (e.g., INPUT, OUTPUT,
MENU, etc.). You can use SCAN to see the valid types.

Object Name

Enter the name of the Object about which you are inquiring. You can use SCAN to
view the existing Objects.

Once you have keyed the data, press ENTER. Any detected collisions will display on the following screen.
Otherwise, press END to exit this process.
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Object

This shows the Application, Type and Name of the Object you selected on
the first screen.

Message

Under the Object ID, the screen may display a message with additional
information about the nature of the collision. The possible messages are:
- DD Changes in Task
- This means that the Task that is colliding
with your Object made changes to
Domains, Fields or Files that may affect
your Object. As a result, you may not be
able to transfer your Object to
Production until after the other Task is
transferred.
-

DD Changes in Project

-

This means that the Project that is
colliding with your Object includes a
Task with changes to Domains, Fields or
Files that may affect your Object.

-

User Changed This
Object After It
Was Added

-

This means that another user has
changed your Object after you added
it, but before you closed your Task.

Project/
Task

This is the Project and Task Number that includes the Object that is
conflicting with your Object.

Date/Time

This is the Date and Time the colliding Object was changed.

Act

This is the Action (ADD, CHG, etc.) performed on the colliding Object.
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Ver

This is the version in which the colliding Object was changed.

Designer

This is the Designer assigned to the colliding Task.

DD/Task?

This indicator is “Y” if Data Dictionary changes were made in the Task
containing the colliding Object. Otherwise, it is “N”.

DD/Project?

This indicator is “Y” if Data Dictionary changes were made in another Task
in the Project containing the colliding Object. Otherwise, it is “N”.

Buttons:
Object
Comments

This button will display the comments for the colliding Object. (See
Object Comments under Object Worksheet for a sample screen).

Project Info

This button displays the following screen of information about the Project
containing the colliding Object. The ‘Project Comments’ button will
display the Project Comments (see Project Comments under Your
Projects).

Task Info

This button displays the following screen of information about the Task
containing the colliding Object. Pressing ENTER from this screen will
display the Task Description, while the ‘Task Comments’ button will
display the Task Comments. (See the appropriate sections under Your
Tasks.)
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Object History Inquiry
This Inquiry displays the history of all changes made to a specific Object. This inquiry can be very useful for
Designers unfamiliar with an application as they can see the history of changes to an Object. Problem solving
can be expedited by determining what Designer made a particular change.

Application

Enter the Application of the Object about which you are inquiring.

Object Type

Enter the type of the Object about which you are inquiring (e.g., INPUT,
OUTPUT, MENU, etc.).

Object Name

Enter the name of the Object about which you are inquiring.

You can use SCAN on any of the above three fields to view existing Objects in Application Auditor.
Object Worksheet
Records Added
Since

Enter the Date and Time of the earliest change you want to display. Only changes
with date/times equal to or later than this will display. If you leave this field blank,
all Worksheet records for this Object will display.

Disposition

If you decide you want to print the inquiry display, you can use this button. It will
show you a standard print disposition screen that you can change as desired.
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Once you have specified the Object whose history you want to view and set the disposition parameters (if
desired), press ENTER and the history display will appear and/or print. Here is a sample display/printout:

Sample Database
01/13/2016 17:52 57.40

LDN Page:

1

Object History Inquiry
Application
Object Type
Object Name

CMP
INPUT
CLIENT ENTRY

All Activity Since

Project Description
Task Description
Ver Act Dsg Added to Worksheet
=================================================================================================================
001004

Classifying Types of Inco

1

Classifying Types of Income,

TS

CHG

LDN

06/01/2015 22:34 01.45

TS

CHG

LDN

06/01/2015 23:12 27.27

TS

CHG

LDN

06/01/2015 23:53 44.08

TS

CHG

LDN

06/01/2015 23:25 40.07

TS

CHG

LDN

06/01/2015 23:31 16.76

06/01/2015 22:36 36
Added INPUT CLIENINC POPUP as an Automatic Child when
entering a new client, and as an Optional Child when
changing a client.
001005

Marital Status

1

Marital Status, See Project

06/01/2015 23:13 26
Changed input program to validate CLIENT MARITAL STATUS
against the MSTATUS table.
001008

Password Protect Client F

1

Password Protect Client File,

06/01/2015 23:54 11
Added a call to INPUT CHANGE PASSWORD VALIDATION in the
start of process.
001009

Client Employment trackin

1

Client Employment tracking,

06/01/2015 23:26 32
Added the field CLIENT EMPLOYED? to the first screen of
Client Input.
001010

Date of Intake

1

Date of Intake, See Project

06/01/2015 23:31 31
Added CLIENT DATE to last screen of client input.

The top section displays the Application, Object Type, Object Name and Date/Time cut-off that you
specified on the first screen.
The next section displays each of the Project/Tasks that have affected the selected Object. For each
Project/Task, the information also shows the Version in which the Object was changed, the Action taken
on the Object (e.g., CHG for Change), the ID of the Designer assigned to the Task and the date the Object
was added to the Object Worksheet.
Finally, after each Project/Task, the display lists all the Object Comments entered under that Task, as
well as the Date and Time each comment was entered.
You can use PAGE UP/DOWN and PAN RIGHT/LEFT to scroll through the history display.
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Project/Task Inquiry
This menu item displays the current information about a specific Project/Task, selected on the following
screen:

Project/Task

Enter the Project and Task Number of the Task on which you want to inquire.

Disposition

If you decide you want to print the inquiry display, you can use this button. It will
show you a standard print disposition screen that you can change as desired.

You can use SCAN to view existing Project/Tasks. You can also SCAN the records in different orders by
using the SELECT ACCESS PATH key.
NOTE:

If you leave the selection fields blank on any of the Scan Paths, the resulting inquiry will display
the first Project/Task it finds in the selected sequence.
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This is a sample of the Display/Printout, which is actually a Task Worksheet for the specific Project/Task
selected:
Rainbow House
04/24/16 12:26

JPN Page:
1
Project/Task Inquiry
================================================================================
Project 001020 Employee Service Types
Priority 03 Status UNIT
Task
1 Employee Service Types (See Project comments for full
description of Project)
06/03/2015 23:29:10 We need to track the type of services employees are giving.
This should be a table of user defined service types.
06/03/2015 23:29:37 Project Created by Jean Neron
06/04/2015 00:02:00 Status was changed from OPEN to UNIT by JPN.
App Ver Obj Type
Act Object Name
Add By Chg By
================================================================================
CMP TS

FILE
ADD SERVICES
JN
APX
06/03/2015 23:31:40 This file holds the different service types

CMP TS

INPUT

ADD SERVICES INPUT

AP

JPN

The top part of the Display/Report shows the Project Number, Description, Priority and Status. It also shows
the task Number and Description. Both Project Comments and Task Comments follow this information.
The second part lists the objects in the Project/Task. The information shown for each object includes the
Type and Name of the object, the Application/Version in which the object is located, the action performed
on the object, and the Ids of the designers who added and last changed the object. Each object is followed by
its object comments.
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Search
This menu item allows you to search Projects, Tasks, Objects, and Requests based on various criteria:

Open Only?

Check this box to restrict the search to unclosed Projects only.

Search Text

Enter the text you want to search for. Regular Expressions are allowed.

Exact Match?

Check this box to do case sensitive search, otherwise it will do a case insensitive
search.

Search In

Check the areas you want the system to search.

Optional Criteria

Enter any additional criteria. This will further restrict the search.

Your search criteria will be recorded, so the next time you do a search these fields will be filled in with
the previous criteria.
Click on OK to perform the search, or Cancel to return to the menu.
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When the search is complete, a screen similar to the following will be displayed:

The Project, Task, Object and Request buttons will take you to the location where the search criteria were
found. Only the applicable button will be enabled. For example, if the match was at the Project level, then
only the Project button is enabled. If the match was at the Object level, then the Project, Task and Object
buttons will be enabled. The ‘Toggle View’ button will give you a display showing where the search matched:
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Reports Drop Down Menu

There are a number of useful reports available under the ‘Reports’ drop down menu:
Undocumented Changes

This report prints all changed Objects in selected Applications that have
not been recorded in the Object Worksheet. This is useful when you are
Design Transferring a large Project/Task with many Objects, and you want
to check that you have recorded everything properly.

Print Requests

This report prints a list of Request records, based on the selection criteria
you specify. It can serve a variety of purposes. Some examples are:
- You can determine which Requests have or have not been reviewed and
submitted as Projects.
- You can use it to determine which Requests by Priority have been
submitted, e.g., how many Emergency situations are requested
- You can use the report for scheduling of Designers’ time, by printing
the Requests for specific Designers by Priority with the Required by
Dates.

Open Tasks

This report provides detailed information about the current status of
selected Tasks. Tasks are considered closed when the Status code matches
the Closed Status code entered on the Parameter file. The report will show
any tasks that are not closed that fit your selection criteria.

Design Transfer Journal/
Summary

These reports print a list of the Objects you have changed, check for
conflicts with other Projects and Tasks, and print a summary of any actions
to be performed once the Project/Task has been transferred to the target
version. These are normally run from within the Your Tasks display, but
can also be run from here.

Task Summary By Priority

This report gives you a count of Tasks and Objects by Priority Code. You
can select open, closed, or all Tasks, by Priority code, and Tasks added
since a particular date. This allows you to answer questions such as “How
many Emergencies have we had to fix this year?”, or “How many
Executive Requests have we responded to this month?”, or “How many
Post implementation problems have we had this month?”

Project Status

This report gives you information on the current status on selected Projects.
You may also optionally include the details on the status of the Tasks
within each Project.

Task Worksheet

This report shows Project information, Task information, and Object
information for the selected Projects/Tasks. This report can be used as a
user “sign off” document. When the changes are ready for testing, this
report shows the end user what has been changed.

List Objects

This report lists the information relating to any Object changes that have
been entered into Application Auditor, based on your selection criteria.
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Undocumented Changes Report
When you select this option, the following screen displays:

Application

Enter the Application/Version whose changes you want to track. You can use
SCAN to see the valid Application/Versions. This is a mandatory field. You can
select to search additional Applications within the same version on the next screen.

Since Date

If you want to limit the undocumented changes to only those changed since a
specific date/time, enter the desired cut off point in this field. If you do not enter a
date/time, all changes will be examined.

Which Designer

Enter the ID of the Designer whose changes you are checking. If you leave this
field blank, the changes from all Designers are included. You can use SCAN to
see the valid Designer IDs.

Threshold Minutes Usually, a Designer will first make a change to an Object and then document it in
the Object Worksheet. The change is therefore considered “documented” because
the date the change was added to the Worksheet is later than the actual change
date. However, in some cases the Designer will document the change immediately
before actually making the change. The change is then considered
“undocumented” because the change date is later than the Object Worksheet date.
This field allows you to specify a certain amount of time after the Object
Worksheet Date within which to consider a change as documented. That is, if the
change date is within the specified number of minutes later than the Object
Worksheet date, the change is considered documented and is not printed on this
report.
After entering the desired selection criteria, press ENTER to verify the Application and Designer (if entered).
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Pressing ENTER again will display a screen showing all other applications within the same version as the
application you specified above.
(NOTE - Your original application is not shown on the list because it will always be searched. Only other
applications display).

Sel

This field is a Yes/No flag indicating whether to include the application on this
line in the search. To select/unselect specific applications, position the cursor on
the desired line and press ENTER. Change the flag to Y or N as desired. Press
ENTER again to confirm the selection and move to the next line. Applications that
have a Y flag are highlighted so you can easily view your selections.

Appl Id

This field shows the 3-character ID of the application on that line.

Description

This field displays the description for that application.

Select ALL

This button will select all the applications listed, i.e., set all the flags to Y.

Unselect ALL

This button will unselect all the applications listed, i.e., set all the flags to N.
(NOTE - This does not affect your original application. It will always be selected).

xx of yy Selected

This displays the number of applications out of the total listed that you have
selected.

END to Continue
Select END when you have completed your selections and wish to continue.
You can page and scroll up and down the list as normal in order make your desired selections.
You will get a status display showing the applications as they are processed. When all selected applications
have been completely processed, the screen redisplays beginning at the first application and shows a
“COMPLETE” message at the bottom. At this point, you can page or scroll up and down the list to view it.
When you wish to continue to print the Undocumented Changes Report, press END.
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This is a sample Undocumented Changes Report:
Sample Database
Since 12/01/2015 00:00
Undocumented Changes

01/14/2015 16:03 07.00

LDN Page:

1

Type
Name
Description
Date Added
Date Changed
==============================================================================================================================
Application/Version: AA2 / 00

Application Auditor Production Version

Designer: HME Home
INPUT

DOCAID

Docaid

JOB

DOCAID

Docaid

UPDATE

DOCAID

Image Documentation

12/08/2015 21:55 15.06
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015 21:55 16.84
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015 21:55 16.69
Home

12/08/2015 21:55 15.06
Home
12/08/2015 21:55 16.84
Home
12/08/2015 21:55 16.69
Home

02/26/2015
Jake Nomo
05/25/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo

12/05/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015
Jake Nomo

Designer: JPN Jake Nomo
DOMAIN

OBJECT TYPE

FIELD

IMPORT FILE NAME

T File Name

INPUT

ARE YOU SURE

Are You Sure

OUTPUT

UNDOCUMENTED CHANGES

Undocumented Changes

QUERY

DATE FIELDS REPORT

Date Fields Report

SUBROUTINE CLOSE SCRIPT FILE

Close Script File

UPDATE

SELECT ALL APPLICATIONS

Select All Applications

UPDATE

UNSELECT ALL APPLICATIONS

Select All Applications

18:41 32.89
08:30 43.64
21:55 14.89
21:55 15.97
21:55 15.98
21:55 16.18
21:55 16.75
21:55 16.76

23:53 03.98
21:55 38.25
21:55 14.89
21:55 15.97
21:55 15.98
21:55 16.18
21:55 16.75
21:55 16.76

Designer: LDN Lenore Nelson
FILE

MEMOBJ

Task Objects

INPUT

DESIGNERS

Designers

INPUT

DESIGNERS (EMAIL ADDRESS)

Designers (Email Address)

08/30/2015 21:12 36.03
Jake Nomo
12/08/2015 21:55 14.98
Lenore Nelson
12/08/2015 21:55 14.99

01/12/2015 15:54 34.49
Lenore Nelson
12/08/2015 21:55 14.98
Lenore Nelson
12/08/2015 21:55 14.99
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Print Requests
When you select this option, the following record selection screen displays. Enter the desired criteria to
narrow the report to only those records you wish to print.

While most fields on this screen default to an EQ (Equal To) relationship, you may modify the relationships
to any of the normal options (i.e., GE, LT, NE, etc.). With the exception of the Request No selection, the
explanations below assume you use EQ.
Request No

Enter the starting and ending numbers of the range of Requests you wish to
print. If you wish to print only one request, either specify the same number in
both Request No fields using the “GE/LE” operators, or specify the number in
only one of the two fields using the “EQ” operator. If you leave these fields
blank, all requests will be included, unless the data is further constrained by
entries in the other selection fields.
If you have run this program from Menu Item 2) Requests on the Reports &
Inquiries menu, these fields will be blank. If you have selected to print a
request using the Print Request button from either the scrolling list of
Requests or from the Request Comments screen, these fields will contain the
number of the Request on which you were positioned at the time. However,
you can still change the values of these fields to print any other request or range
of requests.

System Name

Enter the name of the System whose Requests you wish to print. If you leave
this field blank, the Requests for all Systems will be included, unless the data
is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.
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Request Submitted

Enter “N” in this field if you want to print only Requests that have not yet been
submitted as Projects. Enter “Y” to print only Requests that have been
submitted. Leave the field blank to include all Requests.

Priority No

Enter the Priority of the Requests you wish to print. If you leave this field
blank, Requests of all priorities will be included, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Assign To Designer ID Enter the ID of the Designer assigned to the Requests you wish to print. If you
leave this field blank, the Request for all designers will be included, unless the
data is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.
Consequently, you will not be able to print Requests that have blank Assign
To Designer Ids as a group by themselves, only when all Requests are printed.
Date Required

Enter a date in this field to restrict the Report to Requests with Date Required
values equal to the value you specify here. If you leave this field blank, all
Requests will be included, regardless of date, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Requested By User

Enter the ID of the Requesting User for the Requests you wish to print. If you
leave the field blank, the Requests for all Requesting Users will be included,
unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

After you have entered your selection criteria, a Sort Order screen displays. Use this to have your selected
records print in the sequence you want to see.
The sort order that displays will differ depending on from where the print program is run. When run from
this Menu, the sort specifications will be as shown below:

Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
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above example, the records will be sorted by Request (lowest level) within Priority
(next highest) within System (highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank,
that field will not be included in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.

Subheading

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.

Sort Order

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

If the Request Print is run from either a scrolling Requests display or a Request Comments screen, the sort
specifications will be as shown below:

If multiple requests are being printed, these sort specifications will cause each request to print on a
new page, with subheadings for both the system name and priority on each request.
The specifications that are displayed on either Sort screen may be modified in any way you require.
After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen. Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
If the print job is being run from a scrolling request display or a Request Comments screen, the program will
return to those screens once the print job has completed.
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This is a sample of the Requests report:

Rainbow House
01/25/2015 12:40 09.64

LDN Page:

1

Request Report
Req # Requested By User
Require Dte Assign To Designer
Asg? Date Assigned
====== ================================== =========== ============================== ==== ================
System Name: CLIENT TRACKING
Priority: 00 Executive Request
001025 DJK David Kelley
Audit System Tables

04/15/2015 JPN Jake Nomo

N

Priority: 01 Emergency
001007 JPN Jake Nomo
06/01/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Y 06/01/2015 23:00 13
Password Protect Setup File
To protect the setup file from authorized access, please password protect this
program. If the correct password is not entered, do not allow access to the
file.
001008 JPN Jake Nomo
06/01/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Y 06/01/2015 23:00 23
Password Protect Client File
To protect our clients confidentiality, prompt for a password before entering
the program. If the proper password is not entered, still allow access, but do
not show any client identifying information, ie, do not show the name.
Thanks.
Priority: 03 Enhancement
001004 DJK David Kelley
06/15/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Y 06/01/2015 22:24 11
Classifying Types of Income
In order to properly track sources of Income for Government reporting, we need
to classify the sources of income for each of our clients
001005 DJK David Kelley
06/15/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Y 06/01/2015 23:07 23
Marital Status
We need to expand the types of marital statuses. Perhaps a user defined table
could be used instead of the hard coded types we now have?
001006 DJK David Kelley
06/15/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Employee Phone Numbers
Please add the Employees Phone Number to the Employee Master file.

Y

06/01/2015 22:44 38

001009 LDN Lisa Neron
06/07/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Client Employment tracking
We need to know if the client is currently employed or not.

Y

06/01/2015 23:14 18

001010 LDN Lisa Neron
06/07/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Date of Intake
We need to know the date the client was accepted.

Y

06/01/2015 23:14 09

001020 LDN Lisa Neron
06/07/2015 JPN Jake Nomo
Employee Presentation Types

Y

06/03/2015 23:29 37
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Open Tasks
When you select this option, the following record selection screen displays. Enter the desired criteria to
narrow the report to only those records you wish to print.

While the fields on this screen default to an EQ (Equal To) relationship, you may modify the relationships to
any of the normal options (i.e., GE, LT, NE, etc.). The explanations below assume you use EQ.
Designer Id

Enter the ID of the Designer assigned to the Tasks you are checking. If you leave
this field blank, the Tasks of all Designers will be included, unless the data is
further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Status Code

Enter the Status Code of the Tasks you wish to see. If you leave this field blank,
Tasks of all Statuses that are not closed will be included, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Project Number

Enter the Project whose Tasks you wish to see. If you leave this field blank, the
Tasks for all Projects will be included, unless the data is further constrained by
entries in the other selection fields.

Date Added

If you enter a date in this field, the report will be restricted to Tasks that were added
into Application Auditor on this date. If you do not enter a date, all Tasks will be
included, regardless of when they were added, unless the data is further constrained
by entries in the other selection fields.

Date Req’d

If you enter a date in this field, the report will be restricted to Tasks that have a
Date Required value equal to this date. If you do not enter a date, all Tasks will be
included, regardless of when they are required, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.
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After you have entered your selection criteria, a Sort Order screen displays. Use this to have your selected
records print in the sequence you want to see.

Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
above example, the records will be sorted by Designer ID (lowest level) within Status
Code (highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank, that field will not be
included in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.

Subheading

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.

Sort Order

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen. Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
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This is a sample of the Task Status Report:

Rainbow House
04/28/16 15:25

JPN Page:

1

Task Status Report
Des Status
Projct Tsk Date Added Comments
Asg Code
=======================================================================================================================
Status OPEN

Open

Designer ID JPN JPN Jake Nomo 0 jnomo@consult.com
001024

1 04/13/2015 Project Created by Jean Neron

JPN OPEN

001024

2 04/20/2015 Project Created by Jean Neron

JPN OPEN

001031

1 04/20/2015 Need page break after each employee.

JPN OPEN

Designer ID LDN LDN Lisa Nesbitt 0
001029

Status UNIT

1 04/27/2015 We need some simple full input screens for the Accounting
detail files for the accounting supervisor to make the
occasional correction to data.

LDN OPEN

Unit Testing

Designer ID JPN JPN Jake Nomo 0 jnomo@consult.com
001020

1 06/03/2015 We need to track the type of services the employees are
giving. This should be a table of user defined service

JPN UNIT
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Design Transfer Journal
NOTE: These Reports can also be run from Your Tasks on the Main Menu.
When you select this menu item, the following screen is displayed:

Project Number

Enter the Project whose Objects you want to design transfer. You can use SCAN
to see the existing Projects.

Task Number

Enter the Task in the specified Project whose Objects you want to transfer. You
cannot leave this field blank to transfer all Objects in all Tasks of a Project at one
time. You must transfer each Task separately.

After entering the desired data, press ENTER to verify your entries. Pressing ENTER again will display a
standard APPX Print Disposition screen. Enter the desired parameters on this screen and press ENTER.
The program will then find all the Objects in the specified Project/Task that have been changed. It will check
other Project/Tasks for changes to the same Objects. The Design Transfer Journal Report is printed to inform
you of the changed Objects and any collisions.
The Design Transfer Summary Report prints a summary of actions that must be performed after the Task
Objects have been transferred to their target you would use the Design Transfer summary as a checklist to
restructure/create any files, move script files, or run any special processes.
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This is a sample of the Design Transfer Journal Report.
Rainbow House
04/29/16 10:37

JPN Page:

1

Design Transfer Journal
=======================================================================================================================
Transferring to Version: 00
Project
Task

001020
1

Employee Service Types
Employee Service Types (See Project comments for full description of Project)

Act App Ver Object
Object Name
Add By Chg By
=======================================================================================================================
ADD CMP TS FILE
SERVICES
JN
APX Create Required!
ADD CMP TS INPUT
SERVICES INPUT
AP
JPN

Collision -->

CHG CMP TS
CHG CMP TS

FILE
OUTPUT

Collision -->
Collision -->

CHG CMP TS
CHG CMP TS
CHG CMP TS

Project Name
Tsk
Date
Time
Assigned To:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------001024 Add Supervisor ID to Designers
1 04/29/2015 10:03:34.63 JPN Jake Nomo
Project Created by Jean Neron
CLIENSER
EMPLOYEE SERVICE

JN
JN

APX
JPN

Restructure Required!

Project Name
Tsk
Date
Time
Assigned To:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------001024 Add Supervisor ID to Designers
1 04/20/2015 10:43:39.55 JPN Jake Nomo
Project Created by Jean Neron
001031 Need Page break on Emp Rep
1 04/20/2015 10:43:39.55 JPN Jake Nomo
Need page break after each employee.

QUERY
MENU
INPUT

EMPLOYEE SERVICE
FILE MAINTENANCE
CLIENT SERVICES ENTRY

File Management Activities Required
Create/Restructure Required

0
2

JN
AP
AP

JN
JPN
JPN

Total Object Collisions
Objects to be Run

2
0

This is a sample of the Design Transfer Summary Report.

Rainbow House
04/29/16 10:08

JPN Page:

1

Design Transfer Summary
Act App V
Type
Name
Name
Comment
=======================================================================================================================
Project/Task: 001020/

1 Employee Service Types (See Project comments for full description of Project)

Activity: *** FILES TO CREATE ***
ADD CMP TS FILE
SERVICES
** END **

PERMANENT

This file holds the different service types

Activity: *** FILES TO RESTRUCTURE ***
CHG CMP TS FILE
CLIENSER
** END **

PERMANENT

Added the CLIENSER TYPE OF SERV field to capture Service
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Task Summary by Priority
When you select this option, the following record selection screen displays. Enter the desired criteria to
narrow the report to only those records you wish to print.

While the fields on this screen default to an EQ (Equal To) relationship, you may modify the relationships to
any of the normal options (i.e., GE, LT, NE, etc.). The explanations below assume you use EQ.
Priority

Enter the Priority of the Tasks/Objects you wish to count. If you leave this field blank,
all Tasks will be counted.

Designer ID

Enter the ID of the Designer whose Tasks/Objects you wish to count. If you leave this
field blank, all Tasks will be counted.

Closed?

If you want to count only Tasks that are closed, key a “Y” in this field. If you want to
count only Tasks that are not closed, key “N”. Leave the field blank to count all Tasks.

Date Added

Enter a date in this field if you want to count only Tasks added on a certain Date. Leave
this field blank to count all Tasks.
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After entering the desired selection criteria, press ENTER. Next, a Sort Order screen will display to allow
you to specify your desired sequence in which to print the Tasks.

Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
above example, the records will be sorted by Designer ID (lowest level) within Priority
(highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank, that field will not be included
in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.

Subheading

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.

Sort Order

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen. Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
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This is a sample of the Task Summary by Priority report.
Sample Database
01/17/2016 14:24 24.87

LDN Page:

1

Task Summary By Priority
Task
Object
Priority
Description
Count
Count
================================================================================
Designer: JPN

Jake Nomo

00

Executive Request
Designer JPN

Designer: LDN

Totals ---->

1
-----1
------

4
------4
-------

2
2
6
-----10
-----======
11

9
4
22
------33
------=======
37

Lisa Neron

00
01
03

Executive Request
Emergency
Enhancement
Designer LDN

Totals ---->

Grand Totals ---->
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Project Status Report
When this menu item is selected, the following screen displays:

Print Task Details?

Check this box to print details of the Tasks within selected Projects as well as
the Project data.

When you press ENTER from this screen, the following record selection screen displays. Enter the desired
criteria to narrow the report to only those records you wish to print.

While the fields on this screen default to an EQ (Equal To) relationship, you may modify the relationships to
any of the normal options (i.e., GE, LT, NE, etc.). The explanations below assume you use EQ.
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Project No

Enter the Project whose Status you are checking. If you leave this field blank, all
Projects will be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the
other selection fields.

Date Required

Enter a date in this field to include only Projects with Date Required values equal
to the value you specify here. If you leave this field blank, all Projects will be
included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection
fields.

Date Closed

Enter a date in this field to include only Projects with Date Closed values equal to
the value you specify here. If you leave this field blank, all Projects will be
included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection
fields.

System Name

Enter the name of the System whose Projects you wish to print. If you leave this
field blank, the Projects for all Systems will be included, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Priority No

Enter the Priority of the Projects you wish to print. If you leave this field blank,
Projects of all priorities will be included, unless the data is further constrained by
entries in the other selection fields.

Assign To

Enter the ID of the Designer assigned to the Projects you wish to print. If you leave
this field blank, the Projects for all designers will be included, unless the data is
further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Requested By User Enter the ID of the Requesting User for the Projects you wish to print. If you leave
the field blank, the Projects for all Requesting Users will be included, unless the
data is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.
Project Closed?

Enter “N” in this field to print only Projects that have not yet been closed. Enter
“Y” to print only Projects that are closed. Leave the field blank to include all
Projects.

After you have entered your selection criteria, a Sort Order screen displays. Use this to have your selected
records print in the sequence you want to see.
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Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
above example, the records will be sorted by Project No (lowest level) within System
Name (highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank, that field will not be
included in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.

Subheading

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.

Sort Order

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen. Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
This is a sample of the Project Status Report, including Task details
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Sample Database

01/17/2016 15:01 55.83

LDN Page:

1

Project Status
Project
Priority /
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Actual
Project
Assigned To
Proj Req'd
Est.
Est.
Est.
Hours
====================================================================================================================================
System Name: CLIENT TRACKING

Responsibility of: JPN Jake Nomo

001024 Year 2000 Conversion

LDN Lisa Neron
00 Executive Request
06/25/2015
Task
Closed? Status Task Assigned To
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 y2k conversion
N OPEN
LDN Lisa Neron
-- Project Totals -->
LDN Lisa Neron
00 Executive Request
03/15/2015
Task
Closed? Status Task Assigned To
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 test for changes
N OPEN
LDN Lisa Neron
-- Project Totals -->

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.00
.00

.50
1.00
1.50

.25
.50
.75

.25
.50
.75

.25
.75
1.00

001029 test

001033 Add Manager ID to Parameter Sc LDN Lisa Neron

03 Enhancement
01/15/2015
Task
Closed? Status Task Assigned To
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Add Manager ID to PARAM
Y CLOSED LDN Lisa Neron
2 Add Manager ID to PARAM Inp
Y CLOSED LDN Lisa Neron
-- Project Totals -->
-- System Name Subtotals -->

-- Grand Totals -->

------- ------- ------- -------1.50
.75
.75
1.00
======= ======= ======= ========
------- ------- ------- -------1.50
.75
.75
1.00
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Task Worksheet Report
When you select this option, the following record selection screen displays. Enter the desired criteria to
narrow the report to only those records you wish to print.

While the fields on this screen default to an EQ (Equal To) relationship, you may modify the relationships to
any of the normal options (i.e., GE, LT, NE, etc.). The explanations below assume you use EQ.
Status Code

Enter the Status Code of the Tasks you wish to see. If you leave this field blank Tasks
of all Statuses will be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the
other selection fields.

Project No

Enter the Project whose Tasks you wish to see. If you leave this field blank, the Tasks
for all Projects will be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the
other selection fields.

Task No

Enter the number of the specific Task you would like to print. If you leave the field
blank, all Tasks will be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in
the other selection fields.
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Designer Id

Enter the ID of the Designer assigned to the Tasks you want. If you leave this field
blank, the Tasks of all Designers will be included, unless the data is further constrained
by entries in the other selection fields.

Priority

Enter the Priority of the Tasks you wish to see. If you leave this field blank, all Tasks
will be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection
fields.

Closed?

If you want to see only Tasks that are closed, key a “Y” in this field. If you want to
see only Tasks that are not closed, key “N”. If you leave this field blank, all Tasks will
be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection
fields.

After you have entered your selection criteria, a Sort Order screen displays. Use this to have your selected
records print in the sequence you want to see.

Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
above example, the records will be sorted by Task No (lowest level) within Project
Number (highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank, that field will not
be included in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.

Subheading

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.
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For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen.
Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
This is a sample of the Task Worksheet:

04/29/16 16:03

Rainbow House

JPN Page:

1

Task Worksheet
================================================================================
Project 001020 Employee Service Types
Priority 03 Status UNIT
Task
1 Employee Service Types (See Project comments for full
description of Project)
06/03/2015 23:29:10 We need to track the type of services the employees are
giving. This should be a table of user defined service
types.
06/03/2015 23:29:37 Project Created by Jean Neron
06/04/2015 00:02:00 Status was changed from OPEN to UNIT by JPN.
04/15/2015 16:59:06 Status was changed from UNIT to USER by JPN.
04/15/2015 16:59:29 Status was changed from USER to UNIT by JPN.
App Ver Obj Type
Act Object Name
Add By Chg By
================================================================================
CMP TS

FILE
ADD SERVICES
JN
APX
06/03/2015 23:31:40 This file holds the different service types

CMP TS

INPUT
ADD SERVICES INPUT
AP
JPN
06/03/2015 23:32:50 This program allows user to maintain the Services
file.

CMP TS

FILE
CHG CLIENSER
JN
APX
06/03/2015 23:34:44 Added the CLIENSER TYPE OF SERV field to capture
Service Types.

CMP TS

OUTPUT
CHG EMPLOYEE SERVICE
JN
JPN
06/03/2015 23:59:33 Added CLIENSER TYPE OF SERVICE to the report.

CMP TS

QUERY
CHG EMPLOYEE SERVICE
JN
JN
06/04/2015 00:00:03 Added subtotal by CLIENSER TYPE OF SERVICE.

CMP TS

MENU
CHG FILE MAINTENANCE
AP
JPN
06/04/2015 00:05:39 Added an Option for Service Types (12).

CMP TS

INPUT

CHG CLIENT SERVICES ENTRY

AP

JPN
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List Objects
When you select this menu item, the following screen displays:

Include Object Comments

Check this box to print Object Comments on the report. Enter “N” to
omit the comments.

When you press ENTER on this screen, a record selection screen will display:

Not all the available fields are shown on the first screen. Use PAGE DOWN to show the remaining fields
on a second screen, shown below. Use PAGE UP to return to the first screen.
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All the fields on the above record selection screens allow you to specify ranges of records to include. The
field explanations below assume you do select ranges. However, you can change the relationship fields to
any other of the usual values (i.e., EQ, NE, LT, GT, etc.).
Release No

Enter the Release Number whose Objects you want to list. Release Numbers are
automatically assigned to Objects as they are added to the Object Worksheet. The
release number comes from the Release Number field on the Application
Parameter record. If you do not specify a range, all Objects will print, unless the
data is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields

Project Number

Enter the range of Projects whose Objects you want to list. If you do not specify a
range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the
other selection fields.

Task No

Enter the range of Tasks whose Objects you want to list. If you do not specify a
range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the
other selection fields.

Date Time

Enter the range of Dates of the Objects you want to list. This refers to the date the
Objects were documented into the Object Worksheet. If you do not specify a range,
all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other
selection fields.

Name

Enter the range of Names of the Objects you want to list. If you do not specify a
range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by entries in the
other selection fields.
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Application

Enter the range of Applications for the Objects you want to list. If you do not
specify a range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by
entries in the other selection fields.

Type

Enter the range of Types (i.e., INPUT, OUTPUT, MENU, etc.) Of the Objects you
want to list. If you do not specify a range, all Objects will print, unless the data is
further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Action

Enter the range of Actions (i.e., ADD, CHG, DEL, etc.) Of the Objects you want
to list. If you do not specify a range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further
constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

Version

Enter the range of Versions for the Objects you want to list. If you do not specify
a range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by entries in
the other selection fields.

Dsgn Xfer Date

Enter the range of Design Transfer Dates of the Objects you want to list. If you do
not specify a range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained by
entries in the other selection fields.

Dsgn Xfer User

Enter the range of Design Transfer User IDs of the Objects you want to list. If you
do not specify a range, all Objects will print, unless the data is further constrained
by entries in the other selection fields.

Added By

Changed By

Enter the range of IDs of the Users who originally created (in the APPX design files)
the Objects you want to list. If you do not specify a range, all Objects will print,
unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.
Enter the range of IDs of the Users who last changed (in the APPX design files)
the Objects you want to list. If you do not specify a range, all Objects will print,
unless the data is further constrained by entries in the other selection fields.

After you have entered your selection criteria, a Sort Order screen displays. Use this to have your selected
records print in the sequence you want to see.
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Sort Level

Use this field to specify the desired sort levels for each displayed fields. Level 1 is the
highest level, and each higher number is the next level down. In other words, in the
above example, the records will be sorted by Task No (lowest level) within Project
Number (highest level). If you leave the level beside a field blank, that field will not
be included in the sort process.

Field Name

This shows the fields that are available to use in establishing a sort sequence for the
records you have selected to print.
For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subheading
for the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subheading values.

Subheading
Subtotal

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to print a subtotal for
the field and when to print it. Use SCAN to see the valid subtotal values.

Sort Order

For each field with a Sort Level beside it, this indicates whether to sort the field in
Ascending (+) or Descending (-) sequence.

After entering the desired Sort parameters, press ENTER to display a standard APPX Print Disposition
screen. Enter your desired print parameters and then press ENTER again to print the report.
This is a sample of the Object Listing:
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Rainbow House

JPN Page:

1

Object File Listing
Projec
No
======
001020
001020
001020
001020
001020
001020
001020

Tas
No
===
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Date Time
=========================
06/03/2015 23:31:39.61
06/03/2015 23:32:50.13
06/03/2015 23:33:02.05
06/03/2015 23:59:16.22
06/03/2015 23:59:54.17
06/04/2015 00:05:06.64
06/04/2015 18:45:41.76

Name
==============================
SERVICES
SERVICES INPUT
CLIENSER
EMPLOYEE SERVICE
EMPLOYEE SERVICE
FILE MAINTENANCE
CLIENT SERVICES ENTRY

App
===
CMP
CMP
CMP
CMP
CMP
CMP
CMP

Type
==========
FILE
INPUT
FILE
OUTPUT
QUERY
MENU
INPUT

Act
===
ADD
ADD
CHG
CHG
CHG
CHG
CHG

Ver
===
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS

Script Created
APPX Object
On/By
Add Chg
=============================
=== ===
04/16/2015 09:32:25.00
JPN
JPN APX
04/16/2015 09:32:25.05
JPN
APX JPN
04/16/2015 09:32:25.10
JPN
JPN APX
04/16/2015 09:32:25.15
JPN
JPN JPN
04/16/2015 09:32:25.20
JPN
JPN JPN
04/16/2015 09:32:25.25
JPN
APX JPN
04/16/2015 09:32:25.30
JPN
JPN JPN
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Other Drop Down Menu

Assign Request
& Create Project

This menu item allows you to create Projects from User Requests.

Systems (All)

This menu item runs the same program as Your Systems, except that it shows you
all Systems, not just the ones under your responsibility. See Your Systems on the
Main Menu for documentation.

Projects (All)

This menu item runs the same program as Your Projects, except that it shows you
all Projects not just the ones assigned to you. See Your Projects on the Main
Menu for documentation.

Requests (All)

This menu item runs the Assign Request & Create Project program, except it
shows all Requests, not just unassigned ones. See below for documentation.
NOTE:
You cannot change the Assigned To field on Requests that have already
been submitted as Projects. Also, you cannot resubmit a Request that
has already been converted into a Project. You can, however, still
modify the System Name, Required By, Required Date, Priority and
Description fields, along with the Request Comments and Request
Estimate.

Projects (Open)

This menu item is similar to Projects (All). The difference is that from this menu
item, the program shows you only Project records that are not closed. See Your
Projects on the Main Menu for documentation.

Export Tasks

This menu item is the first step to transfer the information about selected Tasks
from Application Auditor on one system to Application Auditor on another system.
This process saves the Task information in a set of export files, which are then
imported into the receiving system using the Import Tasks process. The exported
information includes the Tasks, Task Comments, Objects and Object Comments.

Import Tasks

This menu item is the second step to transfer the information about selected Tasks
from Application Auditor on one system to Application Auditor on another system.
This process uses the set of files created by the Export Tasks process on the
sending system and imports the data contained in them into the Application
Auditor files on the receiving machine.
The Export Tasks and Import Tasks processes are intended for use when
designers at one or more remote sites using separate systems are working on the
same applications, and it is necessary to keep track of possible conflicts between
the various designers’ work. Each site should start with a copy of the same
Application Auditor Database, with the desired projects and tasks already set up.
One site would be considered the primary site. As the other sites work on their
assigned tasks and update them in their copies of Application Auditor, they would
regularly export their tasks to the primary site, where they would all be imported
into one “master” database and examined for potential collisions with each other.
All or any of the tasks can be selected for export. The data for each exported task
overwrites any data that may already exist in the receiving database for that task,
so databases will have the identical data for the same tasks.
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The Exporting of Tasks can also go the other way, i.e., exporting from the primary site and importing into
the remote sites. This would be useful when the master database has new tasks added to existing projects, or
new projects and their related tasks are created and assigned. However, the Projects to which the Tasks
belong must already be set up on the receiving system before they can be imported. This can be
accomplished either by manually entering the projects onto the remote systems, or by supplying the remote
sites with an updated copy of the master database that includes any new projects or tasks.
Repository

This menu item displays the entire contents of the Repository. From here, you can
select any object and check it out. See “Using the Application Auditor Hook
Process” for more information on object check in/out. Normally you can access
the check out feature from the ‘Audit’ button, but Resources do not have an audit
button, so this is the only way to check them out of the Repository.
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Assign Request & Create Project
This option allows you to review all Requests that have been submitted but not yet converted into projects.
When you select this option, you will see the following display:

No

This field is the number of the Request on this line. It is not modifiable.

System Name

This is the System to which the Request applies. This field can be modified here.

Req By

This field is the ID of the User that actually made the Request. This field may be
modified on this screen. You can use SCAN to see the valid users.

Priority

This is the Priority assigned to the request. This field can be modified here.

Added By/
Date

These fields identify the User that keyed the Request into the system, and the date and
time on which the request was entered. Neither field is modifiable.

Description

This field contains a short description of the Request. This field can be modified here.

Required Date

This is the date by which the request is needed to be completed. The field can be
modified here.

Assigned To

When you are ready to assign the Request to a specific Designer and create a Project
record, enter the desired Designer ID in this field. You can use SCAN to see existing
Designer Ids in the Designer file.

Assigned Date

This field is the date and time that a request was assigned to a designer and a project
created. When you display this screen from this menu item, only unassigned Requests
display, so this field will always be blank. However, if you use Requests (All) on the
Other drop down menu, both assigned and unassigned Requests will appear.

Application Auditor
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This field indicates whether or not the Request has been assigned to a Designer. A
value of “Y” means it has been assigned while “N” means it has not. When you display
this screen from this menu item, only unassigned Requests display. However, if you
use Requests (All) on the Other drop down menu, both assigned and unassigned
Requests will appear.

If you press ADD MODE (F9), the program will start the Enter a New Request process. See
Enter a New Request on the Application Auditor Main menu for documentation. When you
exit the New Request process, you will be returned to this screen.

ENTER)
existing
Request
Comments

If you press ENTER while on a specific Request record, you can view or change
comments for the Request, or add new comments.

Request

This field reminds you which Request you are viewing.

Date/Time

This field is the key that uniquely identifies each comment record for a specific
request. The system automatically sets this field to the current date and time when you
add a comment record. It is not modifiable. However, in Change, Inquire or Delete
mode, you can enter a Date/Time in this field to position you at a specific record.

Comments

Enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters for each comment record.

Print
Request

Use this button to print a hard copy of this request. See Print Requests on
the Reports drop down menu for documentation.

Press ENTER to accept the current comments and display a new screen to enter a new comment.
PAGE UP and DOWN to scroll through the comments. Press END to exit the comment entry and
return to the Requests display.
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If you key a specific date/time to position yourself in the comment file, you will not be
able to PAGE UP to records prior to the specified date/time. Respecify an earlier date to
access earlier comments, or specify no date at all to scroll all records.
This button will create a Project with the same number as the Request, and assign it
to the Designer ID specified in the Assigned To field above. If an Email address was
specified for the Designer, an Email will be sent notifying them that a new Project has
been assigned to them.

Estimate

Use this button to get a rough estimate of the effort involved in this request. See
Estimate Tasks under item Your Tasks on the Main Menu for documentation.

Print

Use this button to print a hard copy of this request. See Print Requests on the
Reports drop down menu for documentation.

You can also find a Request in Your Systems, which shows only the Systems under your
responsibility. Click Unassigned Requests. This gives you to the same scrolling display of
Requests, but constrained to Requests that relate to your Systems. This is an easier method when
there are multiple systems with multiple Designers having responsibility for them.
Another place to view Requests is Requests (All) on the Other drop down menu. This will show
you all existing requests, regardless of whether or not they have been assigned, or to whom they
have been assigned.
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Export Tasks
When you select this option, you will see the following display:

Enter the location on your system (directory name) where you want to store the files that will be created by
the Export Tasks process. For Unix systems, the field will default to “/tmp/”. For Windows systems, the
default will be “C:/TEMP”. These defaults can be changed as desired.
Press END on this screen to exit the Export Tasks process.
To continue with the Export, once you have entered the location for the export files, press ENTER. You will
then get the following sort selection screen:

While the fields on this screen default to specific relationships, you may modify the relationships to any of
the normal options (i.e., EQ, GE, LT, NE, etc.).
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Designer Id

Enter the ID(s) of the range of designers whose tasks you wish to export. If
you leave these fields blank, the Tasks for all Designers will be exported.

Project Number

Enter the Project Number of the tasks you wish to export. If you leave this field
blank, the Tasks for all Projects will be exported.

Task No

Enter the number of the specific Task you want to export. If you leave this field
blank, all Tasks will be exported.

Closed?

Enter “N” to export only Tasks that are not closed. Enter “Y” to export only
Tasks that are closed. Leave this field blank to export all Tasks.

Date Required

Enter a date in this field to restrict the Report to Requests with Date Required
values equal to the value you specify here. If you leave this field blank, all
Requests will be included, unless the data is further constrained by entries in
the other selection fields regardless of date.

When you have entered the desired criteria, press ENTER to continue with the export. The process will now
read through the Tasks file and select the tasks that fit your criteria. It will also read the Task Comments,
Objects and Object Comments for those selected Tasks. Four files will be created in the directory you
previously specified to store the exported data. These files are: TASK.TXT, TASKCOMM.TXT,
OBJECT.TXT and OBJECTCM.TXT.
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Import Tasks
When you select this option, you will see the following display:

Path/File Name

Enter the locations on your system (directory names) of where the files
that were created by the Export Tasks process are stored. The four files
are:
TASK.TXT,
TASKCOMM.TXT,
OBJECT.TXT
and
OBJECTCM.TXT.
The path for each file will default to the same directory that was the
default in the Export Tasks process. For Unix systems, the path will
default to “/tmp/”. For Windows systems, the default will be “c:/temp”
(the direction of the “/” and the case of the letters do not matter for the
Windows default). These defaults can be changed as required.
Also please read the “NOTE” displayed on the screen above.
Press END on this screen to exit the Import Tasks process.
To continue with the Import, once you have entered the locations for the import files, press ENTER.
The function of the next screen is to display the ongoing status of the program as it imports the data from the
Export Files:
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As each file is processed, it will appear on a new line on the status screen with the status “** Working”
behind it. The number of records and errors will be updated as each file completes. When a file has finished
importing, it will have the status “** Done” behind it.
Description

This is the description of the data being imported on this line.

Import File Name

This is the actual path and file name of the file being imported.

No of Records

This is the number of records from this file that were imported.

No of Errors

This is the number of errors that the import program detected.

When all the files have been imported, you can position your cursor on any file that indicates errors and press
ENTER. This will bring up a screen showing the file name, the numbers of the records in the file that have
an error, and a description of the error.

As shown above, the majority of the errors will be object collisions, i.e., more than one designer is working
on an object at the same time. However, other errors that may be shown include:
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“Does not contain the correct number of Fields”

This indicates that there was a problem with the parsing
of the records in the affected file into individual fields,
and the number of resulting fields is not the expected
number. The record in error will not be imported.

“Project does not exist”

The record being imported is for a Project that has not
been set up in the files on the receiving system. The
record in error will not be imported. Add the project to
the file and rerun the import.

“Task does not exist”

Each time a task is exported/imported, the entire task
information is imported, i.e., the task as well as all its
related task comments, objects and object comments. If
the task information already exists in the receiving
database, it is deleted before importing the new data. If
this error occurs, it indicates that there is an orphan task
comment, object or object comment that does not have
a corresponding task record. No record with this error
will be imported. If the task is genuinely missing, it
must be added in the files of the exporting system and
the export step must be rerun. If the orphans are records
that should be deleted, you will again have to add the
task record, but then delete the entire task before
rerunning the export.
This indicates an orphan object comment without a
corresponding object record, and the comment will not
be imported. As with a missing task, the missing object
must be entered on the exporting system (and then
deleted if the comment record should have been deleted)
and then the export must be rerun.

“Object does not exist”

Press ENTER with the cursor positioned on any error to display the raw data of the record with the error.

This will help you to identify the record causing the problem.
Press ENTER to return to the list of errors.
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Press END from the list of error to return to the Import Status screen to examine errors in other files.
Press END from the Import Status screen to exit the screen. If any collisions had been detected in any of the
imported files, an Object Collision Report will be displayed on the screen, which you can in turn select to
print out. This is a sample of the Report:

Sample Database
01/17/2016 22:46 16.57

LDN Page:

1

Error Messages
Object
Obj Ob
Add
Chg
Type
Object Name
App V
By
By
================================================================================
Project: 001029 test

Assg'n to: LDN Lisa Neron

Task No:

Assg'n to: LDN Lisa Neron

1 test for changes

INPUT

CREATE OBJECT W/S 2
001024 /1 Conflict With LDN

AA2 00

JPN

JPN

INPUT

OBJECTS
001024 /1 Conflict With LDN

AA2 00

JPN

LDN

SUBROUTINE DRILL DOWN
001024 /1 Conflict With LDN

AA2 00

JPN

LDN

Project: 001032 This is a sample change

Assg'n to: JPN Jake Nomo

Task No:

Assg'n to: JPN Jake Nomo

1

INPUT

ARE YOU SURE
AA2 00
JPN
001029 /1 Conflict With LDN DD Changes in Task!

JPN

INPUT

CREATE OBJECT W/S 2
AA2 00
JPN
001024 /1 Conflict With LDN DD Changes in Task!

JPN

INPUT

CREATE OBJECT W/S 2
AA2 00
JPN
001029 /1 Conflict With LDN DD Changes in Task!

JPN

INPUT

OBJECTS
AA2 00
JPN
001024 /1 Conflict With LDN DD Changes in Task!

LDN

INPUT

OBJECTS
AA2 00
JPN
001029 /1 Conflict With LDN DD Changes in Task!

JPN

SUBROUTINE DRILL DOWN
AA2 00
JPN
001024 /1 Conflict With LDN DD Changes in Task!

LDN

SUBROUTINE DRILL DOWN

JPN

AA2 00

JPN
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Using the Application Auditor Hook Process

If you installed the Application Auditor hook process, then when you display the audit info for a File, Field
or Process, you will get a display similar to the following:

The usual audit information is displayed along with buttons for some extra options. If you have Application
Explorer installed, then you will also see options for it. Note that this hook does not replace the audit info
display in the ILF editor.
The buttons give you the following functions:
APPX Audit Info
Displays the detailed APPX audit information.
Object History
Runs the Object History Inquiry for the selected Object
Conflict Check
Checks to see if the Object exists on another unclosed Object Worksheet. This
option is only enabled if there is a conflict.
Application Auditor
Displays the main menu for Application Auditor
Add to Worksheet
Allows you to quickly add this object to an existing Object Worksheet (see
following)
Add to New Worksheet Allows you to quick add this Object to a new Object Worksheet. The Project and
Task will be created for you (see following).
Check In
Allows you to check this object into the Repository (see following).
Check Out
Allows you to check this object out of the Repository (see following).
DT This Object
Allows you to Design Transfer this object.
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Add to Worksheet
This option allows you to add the current Object (File/Field/Process) to an existing Task. When you click the
‘Add to Worksheet’ button you will first see a list of all your open Tasks:

If the Object is already on the Object Worksheet for a Task, that Task will be shown with a yellow
background. You can click either the Project or Task buttons to drill down to the selected Project or Task.
To add the Object to a particular Task, simply click the green button. It is not necessary to select the row
first, just directly click the green button for the Task you want. You will then see the following display:

Select the action from the drop down list, and enter a comment describing the change you just made to the
Object. When you click ‘Ok’, the Object will be added to the Object Worksheet. You can click the ‘Get Appx
Documentation’ button to retrieve any Appx Technical or User documentation.
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Add to New Worksheet
This option will allow you to add the selected Object to a new Project and Task. You can think of this
approach as creating a new Project, Task and Object Worksheet all in one step. The Project will automatically
be assigned to you.

System Name

This field contains the name of the System to which this Project relates. It is a
mandatory field. You can use SCAN to view the existing Systems.

Priority

This field contains the Priority Number assigned to this Project. It is a modifiable field,
but is also mandatory, i.e., it must have a valid value. You can use SCAN to select
from valid values. This field is used to order Requests and Projects according to
Priority. The description for this Priority is automatically displayed by the system
when you enter the Priority Number.

Description

This field contains the Description for this Project. It is mandatory and modifiable.

Notify Manager This field indicates whether to notify a manager whenever a task is opened or closed.
If this field is checked and the Manager User ID field in the Parameter file has a value
(see Parameters on the File Maintenance Menu), an email message is automatically
sent to that user when a task is opened or closed within this project.
Date Required

This field contains the Date that the Project needs to be completed. This mandatory
field can be entered when adding a Project, but otherwise is not modifiable.

Status Code

This field contains the Status Code for this Task. When you add a task, this field will
default to the Status you have set up as the Initial Status in the PARAMETERS file.
You can use SCAN to see other valid Status Codes.

Action

This is the type of Action you performed (i.e. ADD, CHG, DEL). There is also a RUN
Action to identify processes that must be run when this Task is transferred, and an
RES action to identify files that will require restructuring. The SCAN option is
available to see valid actions.

Comments

Enter a comment describing the change you made to this Object.
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If the Action is ADD, Application Auditor will read any APPX Technical
documentation you entered when you created the object. If no Technical
documentation is found, it looks for User documentation. If either is found, it is
automatically added to the Object Comments and displayed in this window. This
encourages Designers to document new Objects in APPX as they are added. The
system does not retrieve the APPX documentation on a changed Object as the
documentation in APPX may not be what you want to say in Application Auditor.
Usually when you make a change to the object, its original documentation is not
relevant to the change at all. Instead, you would normally want to comment on the
nature of the changes themselves, not the description of the object.

Project Comments

You can enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters for a project comment record.

Task Description

You can enter up to 480 alphanumeric characters for a Task description record. If you
leave this blank, it will default to the Project Description.

Buttons:
Ok

Click this button to create the Project/Task/Object Worksheet.

Cancel

Click this button to return to Application Design without saving any changes.

Get Appx Doc’n

Click this button to retrieve the Appx Technical Documentation for the Object. If no
Technical Documentation is found, then it will retrieve the User Documentation. If no
documentation is found, a message is displayed.

When you click the ‘Ok’ button, Application Auditor will check for collisions, and display a report showing
any other Task that has this object open:
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Regardless of whether there were any collisions or not, after the Project/Task/Object worksheet has been
created you will get the same display as ‘Add to Worksheet’:

From here, you can drill down to the Project or Task, and from the Task do an immediate Design Transfer.
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DT This Object
This option will allow you to Design Transfer the selected object only. It must already be on an Object
Worksheet before it can be transferred.

The options here are the same as a normal Design Transfer, refer to that page if you need more information
on this option.
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Check In
This option will allow you to add the selected object to the Repository:

Project/Task

You can enter an optional Project and Task number. You can use SCAN to view the
existing Systems.

Comment

Enter a comment describing your changes or similar information.

When you click the ‘Check In’ button, the selected object will be added to the Repository.
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Check Out
This option will allow you to transfer a prior version of the object from the Repository. You will first get a
display of all versions of the current object in the Repository:

Select the version you want, then click the ‘Check out’ button:

You can select the Application/Version and Name to which to restore the object. If you check the ‘Jump to
Process’ option, you will be taken to the object after clicking ‘Restore’. If you are restoring a Resource and
the location type is SERVER or DESIGN FILE, the associated files will also be restored.
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Recovery Processing
Overview
A Recovery Processing menu is provided in case you need to access some of the hidden flags and other
system maintained information not normally available. To access the Recovery Processing Menu, you need
to put the application into Recovery Processing mode via the APPX System Administration menus. When
you next access the database, the following menu will be displayed:

The following pages describe each of the tables shown above. In some cases, the information accessible from
the Recovery Processing menu is no different than is available from the standard File Maintenance screen.
The tables are included here just for completeness.
When you are finished with Recovery Processing, click ‘End Recovery’ to return to Live Operations.
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Estimate Objects
This table contains the Object counts by complexity for a given Project/Task. This is the same information
that you entered during Estimate a Request.

There isn’t anything on this screen that cannot be accessed from Estimate a Request.
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Estimate Tasks
This table contains the Task information for any Requests where you have started the estimating process.

The only fields on this display that are not on the Estimate Entry screen are the Total Hours. These represent
the total number of hours by each of the 3 skill levels for the Objects included in this estimate. On the Estimate
Entry screen, these totals are automatically calculated for you
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Object Worksheet
This table contains the Objects that were changed for a given Project/Task.

The Design Xfer Date and Design Xfer User fields on this screen are not usually accessible to users. These
fields are normally filled in automatically when the Design Transfer step is run. The system uses this when
creating a design transfer script if you ask to transfer only objects that have been changed.
The Added By and Changed By fields are not normally accessible either. When an Object change is
documented in the Object Worksheet, these fields are automatically updated from the Added By and Changed
By fields on the actual Object design files.
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Object Comments
This table contains the comments associated with any given Object.

NOTE:

The Date Time field is part of the key that relates this comment record to a parent Object record,
i.e., it contains the Date and Time that the Object record was added to the Object Worksheet. The
Com Date Time field is the part of the key that gives each comment a unique key, i.e., it is the
Date and Time the Comment was added.
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Projects
This is the Project Table.

The fields of interest are the Date Closed and Project Closed fields. These are normally filled in automatically
when the last Task in a Project is closed. You can ‘unclose’ a Project by blanking these fields.
The Key Protect field is a special APPX field that, if set to “Y”, will not allow you to change the key of a
record during an INPUT process. As you probably should not be changing Project Numbers, this should be
left as its default value “Y”.
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Project Comments
This table contains the comments associated with a Project.

There aren’t any fields on this display that you cannot also access from Project Comments.
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Requests
This table contains all the Requests that have been entered into the system.

Most of the fields on this screen can be accessed by the Requests entry screen. The fields following the
Request Submitted field are used to indicate whether or not a Request has been turned into a Project. Once
the Request Submitted is set to a “Y”, this Request does not appear on the Assign Request & Create Project
display.
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Request Comments
This table contains the comments associated with a Request.

There aren’t any fields on this display that you cannot also access from Request Comments.
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Tasks
The Task table contains information about Tasks.

Most of the fields on this display are accessible from Your Tasks, with the exception of the Closed flag. You
can “unclose” a Task by changing this flag.
The Key Protect field is a special APPX field that, if set to “Y”, will not allow you to change the key of a
record during an INPUT process. As you probably should not be changing Project or Task Numbers, this
should be left as its default value “Y”.
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Task Time Details
This table contains information about the amount of time spent on Tasks.

Most of the fields on this display are accessible Record Time from Your Tasks, with the exception of the
“Date Time” field. This is the date/ time the record was added to the Task Time file, and will be updated by
the system for newly added records. It cannot be modified for existing records
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.
Parameters
This table contains the Parameters for Application Auditor.

There aren’t any fields on this display that you cannot also access from the Parameters Input. Use caution
when changing any Repository related fields as that may invalidate your Repository or cause other problems.
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Repository Applications
This table contains the applications that will use the Repository.

There aren’t any fields on this display that you cannot also access from the Parameters/Applications input.
Note that clearing the Repository Load date will allow you to reload this application into the Repository.
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Repository Index
This table links the objects in the Repository with their original names:

You can use this to add or correct any entries. Alternatively, you can use the ‘Rebuild Index’ option, which
will completely rebuild the entire index.
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Rebuild Index
This option will rebuild the Repository Index, in case of disaster:

When objects are added to the Repository, Application Auditor records additional information about the
original object name, type, etc. This step will use that information to rebuild the index completely.
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Appendix “A” – Email Interface
Application Auditor includes the ability to email designers and a manager about activity that occurs with
Projects, Tasks and Requests. This is automatically enabled if you enter an email address on the designer file
and/or enter a Manager’s User Id on the Parameter file. The email interface only works on Unix or Linux
based platforms, however, it has been written as a standalone subroutine that you can hook with your own.
The following describes the different activities that will trigger an email:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Valid Email Types are:
RA - Request Added
CP - Project Created (either from Request or scatch)
CT - Task Created (usually from estimate tasks)
RP - Project Reassigned to another Designer
RT - Task Reassign to another Designer
PC - Project Closed
PR - Project Reopened
TO - Task Opened
TC - Task Closed
TR - Task Reopened

*
Contact us if you would like the source for this routine to use as a basis for your own hook.
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Appendix “B” – Repository
The Repository is where Application Auditor can keep track of the actual changes you make to your
applications. This is similar to the capabilities provided by SCCS systems such as ‘git’ or ‘cvs’, i.e., you can
recall previous versions of Processes, Fields, Files, Domains or Resources. This is an optional feature that
requires some set up.
Quick Setup:
1. This would be a good time to verify all your design files, check for orphans, sync design
elements and generally clean up your applications.
2. Define an application to act as the repository for all changes in all your tracked applications.
You can name it anything you want and use any version you want. Since no one should ever
access this application directly, we recommend you set ‘Freeze EMs’ to Y (prevents APPX
from trying to compile any processes) and ‘Allow Design?’ to N (prevents anyone from
changing the application). Don’t forget to create the Design Files.
3. In Application Auditor, go to File Maintenance->Versions and check the ‘Track’ box for ONE
of your versions. This would normally be your active development version.
4. In Application Auditor, go to File Maintenance -> Parameters. Fill in the Application Id and
Version to use as a Repository, then click the ‘Applications’ button.
5. On this screen, you can define which specific applications you want to track. You can click
the ‘Copy 0SA’ button to load all the applications that match the tracked version.
6. When you have defined all the applications you want to track, click the ‘Load Initial’ button.
This will begin the process of transferring the specified applications in to the repository. This
can take a while, depending on the number and size of your applications.
This establishes the ‘baseline’ for your applications. As you continue to develop your applications, you can
check in those changes as well. At any point you can restore an older version of a Process, File, Work Field,
Domain or Resource. You have the option of restoring to the original application/name or to a different
application/name.
A report will be printed of the applications loaded, with counts of the Processes, Files, Work Fields, Domains
and Resources loaded, along with any errors encountered. For Resources that use a location type of ‘DESIGN
FILE’ or ‘SERVER FILE’, it will also copy the graphics files into the repository.
In addition to the normal errors that might occur during a Design Transfer, Application Auditor checks the
following:
Not Processed, can’t Load
The file or work field has not been processed and can’t be transferred to the repository. Process the DD.
Warn: Tech Doc Truncated
Application Auditor inserts some data at the beginning of the Tech Doc for every Process, File, Work Field
and Domain it processes. If you have a large amount of tech doc already present, this message is telling you
that some of it was truncated. No specific action required.
Warn: Field Name does not begin with File Name
APPX does not require that field names begin with the file they are part of, however, when the file is loaded
into the repository, the field will be assigned a new name beginning with the system assigned number. The
original field name is lost in this case. This is only a problem if you restore this file, the fields will be renamed
beginning with the original file name, not their original field name. You will have to manually change them
back to their original name if you restore this file.
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Warn: Field name truncation occurred
When a file is transferred to the repository, it is renamed to a system assigned name. It is possible that the
new field names are longer than the original names, in which case some characters will be lost. This is only
a problem if you restore this file, the fields will be missing the last few characters. You will have to manually
change them to their original name if you restore this file.
No such file or directory
This only occurs when trying to copy the actual graphics files referenced by Named Resources with a location
type of DESIGN FILE or SERVER FILE. Application Auditor was unable to copy the file(s).
Reloading the Repository
If errors occurred during the initial load and you want to reload the repository, follow this procedure:
- Initialize the design files for your repository application
- Initialize the RPAPPS and RPINDEX files in Application Auditor
- Rerun the setup steps, starting a step 3) above.

